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That Is the Day Set by Statehood Proclamation Is Their Admirers Insist Upon Senate Not in Session and Progressive Candidate for The United States Prisoner Two Bandits Cooly Inform
House Adjourns Until
Burned Up Two
Three Railway Mail Clerks
Postponed Until Monday
Placing Their Names on
Presidency Suffers InJudges for Qualifying
Books
on the Train
or Possibly Later
for Office
Sunday
Primary Ballots
tensely on Tour
Non-Essenti-
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ROUGH
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RIQERSTAYS SILENT

MR, CARNEGIE

WILL

TESTIFY BUT

Hearings Will Be Held Postmaster C. O. Leach Reap- "It's No Use, I Shall Say Noth- Fitzgerald Acts as Parliamentarian in Absence of Crisp
Until Monday, January
ing, Not a Word," He
pointed at Portales, RooseDeclares!
in Georgia.
velt County.
Fifteenth.

The territorial supreme court did
finish its business until late last
evening but then adjourned to January 10, leaving the docket entirely
clear. No business is to be transacted on January 10, except to turn over
to the state supreme court or adjourn
to a date probably January 15, when
the state supreme court will go into

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

Special to the New Mexican
Washington, D. C, Jan. 5.
X Delegate W. H. Andrews has
X just received word from
the
X White House, that the Depart- X ment of Justice wanted delay
X on the statehood proclamation
until he could arrange to dis- X miss the demurrers and ap- office.
At the session last evening, argu- S peals in the old timber cases.
ment on a motion for a rehearing of X The President is vexed and tlis- the very interesting case involving X pleased, and said he will not
the boundaries of the Preston Beck X hold up a state's admission on
case in Guadalupe county, George V. X any such old cases and will not
X wait longer than next week at
Stoneroad, et als., appellees, vs. Willthe latest.
iam P. Bach, et als., was concluded.
Nomination by the President,
The motion was denied and the case X
will be appealed to the U. S. supreme X postmaster at Portales, Charles
X O.
Leach,
court.
X There had been opposition to
have
Something like twenty cases
X Leach's reappointment but his
been or will be appealed from the X record was
good and he was
last term of the supreme court, the X therefore retained.
cases passed upon by the court havXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
ing been many, including many very
The Timber Cases.
important cases; this being also the
cases grew out of the
timber
These
last opportunity to appeal from the
territorial to the United State su- sale of territorial timber lands to s
corporations and had more or
preme court.
less to do with the retirement of
New Court.
Governor Hagerman and political
The new supreme court will quali
that have followed since.
fy on January 10, immediately after These leases, which had been made in
the territorial court adjourns sine die perfectly good faith, and had been aubut no new cases will be heard until thorized by the legislature, resulted
January 15. Supreme Court Clerk in a series of investigations by special
Jose D. Sena is arrangtng the prelimi- j: gents.
naries. Supreme Court Judges C. J.
Roberts, Frank W. Parker and R. H. FREDERICKS GOES TO
Hanna will take their oath of office
WASHINGTON TO REPORT.
on January 10.
Territorial Funds.
Will Interview Attorney General
The following sums of money were
as to Further Procedure
received yesterday in the office of the
at Indianapolis.
treasurer of the Territory, R. J.
J. D. Martinez, treasurer of Taos By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
county, $1,980.99; Gregory Page, treaIndianapolis, Ind., Jan. 5. JcBn D.
surer of McKinley county, $416.25; Fredericks, prosecuting attorney of
Walter B. Wagner, treasurer of San Los Angeles county, California, left
Juan county, $1,9G8.52; S. I. Roberts, here today for Washington. It is be
clerk of the fifth judicial district, on lieved he will lay before officials of
account of clerk's fees, $1157.25; the department of justice the present
Thomas P. Gable, game and fish stage of the federal inquiry here and
id Calif ornta into the alleged dynamit
warden, $17.90.
ing plot Mi'. Fredericks expected to
w - rlnwfm - Interview with Attorney Gen
eral Wickersham.
LAST HONORS
Frank Eckhoff of Cincinnati, friend
of John J. McNamara, was scheduled
to appear before the federal grand
EVANS jury today, but every effort was made
to prevent his movements becoming
known. Equal secrecy was preserved
by federal officials as to the time of
President Taft and His Cab- arrival of Ortie E. McManigal, whose
testimony in verification of his coninet Attend the Hero's
fessions generally is regarded as more
Funeral
important than that of any other witness. It is reported that his guard
will bring him into this city either toFRO M THE KAISER morrow night or Sunday.
A WREATH

rot

Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 5. William J.
Bryan's name has been advanced for
a position on the Democratic primary
ballot as a preferential candidate for
the presidency by a petition placed on

with Secretary of State Wait
shortly before noon today. Th petition is signed by 25 voters headed by
W--.
A. A. Arter of Omaha. Charles
Bryan, brother of William J. Bryan,
said today: "This filing was done
against Mr. Bryan's wishes and without his knowledge.
Both Secretary
Wait and Mr. Arter will be asked to
have the petition withdrawn.
There
file

will be no legal proceedings unless
that should become necessary.
Roosevelt's.
Newark, N. J., Jan. 5. "Progres
sive Republican leauers in New Jersey probably will place Colonel Theo
dore Roosevelt's name on the presi
dential primary ballots without ask
ing his permission, according to a
statement made here today by Everett Colby, a member of the state Progressive League and candidate for
nomination as United States Senator.
Air. Colby said that the League soon
would meet to determine its choice
for the presidency.
"Leaders in Essex county favor Roosevelt, while the
Hudson county men favor LaFollette."
Colby said. "We are now trying to
Jetermine the choice of leaders in
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Favors Policy of Leasing Public Convict Had Worried About the They Walked Off 'in Opposite
Condition in which He Kept
Lands and Opposes
Directions at Redding:,
Accounts.
California.
Their Sale.
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SENATE.

J. B. Fewkes, a United States pris
P,y Rwelal Leased tVlre to New Mexican)
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Decatur, 111., Jan. 5. Senator It. oner confined in the New Mexico peniRedding, Calif Jan. 3. The mail
X
car of the Oregon Express on the
Not in session. Meets Mon- - X M. LaFollette is on the verge of a
and who has been for several Southern Pacific was robbed
early
X physical
collapse as a consequence tentiary
day.
months
employed in the office of today of all eastern registered mail
of
Mhis
hard
ComX
campaigning through
Interstate Commerce
mail
ichigan, and an attack of ptomaine that institution as office clerk and as- by two unmuoked men. Three
mittee resumed hearings onX
X poisoning two nights ago.
sistant bookkeeper in charge of the clerks were bound and gagged by the
trust problems.
Travelling across Illinois today, he books relating to convicts personal rcihbers, who entered the mail car
Monetary Commission met X
while the train was between Red Bluff
to put final touch on report to X was kept in bed during the intervals
funds, that is to say, such moneys as and
Redding. The train pulled into
Congress on National Reserve X between stations find was so exhaust- a convict
may have, and showing such Redding at 6:40 a. m. and the robbers,
X ed by a lengthy speech at Blooming-ton- ,
Association plan.
that he was unable to address orders thereon as the convicts may laden witty their loot, dropped off and
HOUSE.
X
have given, yesterday evening in the escaped.
noon. Andrew Car- - X Ills audience here.
Met

at

negie, requested by Steel Iii- vestigatftig Committee to testi- fy January 10, has agreed to do
so.

affairs committee
hearings on bill for
of
international
protection
jseals and otter in North Pa- Foreign

concluded

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

cine.
Fitz Gerald of New York,
chairman of appropriations
committee, tcted ns parlamen- tartan to the Speaker in the
forced absence of Parlumenta- - X
rian Crisp in Georgia.
X
Adjourned at 12:46 i. m. un- - X
til noon Sunday (for eulogies.) X

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

LaFollette Suffers Intensely.
Decatur, III., Jan. 5. On the party's
arrival here, it was apparent tint the
Senator was suffering intensely and
when he began to speak, the strain
under which he was laboring was evident. In his speech here, he repeated
the main points of his talk on the
public domain at Bloomington, and a
crowd that taxed the capacity of the
local theater heard him. During the
fifteen minute stop at Clinton, the
crowd clamored for a sight of the Senator and he appeared just long enough
tn extend greetings, speaking for only
two minutes.
From Decatur the Tenntor and his
party went to Springfield by trolley,
a conference of his Illinois adherents
being scheduled there today.
LaFollette Believes in Leasing System
Bloomington, 111., Jan. 5. Senator
LaFollette addressed a crowd which
packed a theater here today. Ho paid
a tribute to the late Judge David
Davis, of Bloomington, and to Chester
Rowel, formerly of Bloomington, now
editor of a paper at Fresno, California, whom he credited with leading
the battle for destroying the political
power of the Southern Pacific railway.
Quoting a warning uttered by Judge
Davis on the growth of corporations,
Senator LaFollette entered into a dis
cussion of encroachments on the public, domain.
Half of Public Lands Gone.
Senator LaFollette declared
that
originally the public domain amountacres.
ed to 1,400,000,000
Of this
amount, outside of Alirska, 7,000,000
have been disposed. There have been
acquired through the exercise of the
homestead
113, 000,000
right only
acres.
Railroads and other corpora- tions have received in government
grants 123,000,000 acres and state
gi ants of 67,000,000.
The speaker said that if the leasing
sjstem, which was abandoned in 1S45,
had been continued
"the revenue
would today be almost sufficient to defray all expenses of the national government, and trust and monopolies
would not have been possible."
He condemned the practice of selling government land at not less than
$10 an acre if more than 15 miles from
a railroad and not less than $20 an
acre if within 15 miles of a railroad.
Fixed Up by Physicians.
5. When
Jan.
III.,
Springfield,

presence of Secundino Romero. R. C.
Garrett, W. A. Bayer, A. B. Renehan
and Stella V. Canny,
stenographer
and notary public, made a complete
confession that he had burned the two
books of the kind mentioned, on Sun
day afternoon last, shortly after five
o'clock. He assumed the entire bur
den of the act, and claimed that it was
the result of a somewhat sudden impulse, although he had been for some
time worried about the condition into
which he had let the books get. In
tl'is institution as well as in others
o" the same kind throughout the United States, the convicts are permitted
to earn a little money for themselves
by making hair goods, beadwork and
the like. Fewkes acted for the con

The train was northbound and left
San Francisco at 8:20 last night.
When it stopped at Red Bluff, 35 miles
south of this city, early today, mail
sacks were thrown out and others
taken on. One of the three mail
clerks, was about to leave the car
when two bandits shoved past him
into the mail car and closed the door.
"Whats up?" exclaimed Charles J.
Phein, one of the clerks. "This is a
holdup." resiond'd one of the men,
covering the trio with a revolver.
Phein and Robert B. Warner and
their assistant were bound and gagged by the second bandit.
CottonWhen the train reached
wood, 17 miles north of Red Bluff,
the bandits as clerks exchanged mail
Anwithout ar.'jusiu;," suspicion. At
derson, five miles further on, they
repeated the perforniauce.
When the train stopped at Redding
at. (1:40, George Westlake,
the local
clerk, was waiting to receive the mail.
The bandits threw open the doors on
each side of the car and walked oil
iii
directions. Westlake
opposite
thought they were regular mail clerks,
lit threw a sack into the car and was
surprised that no one received it. A
moment later, he beard a feeble cry
mid discovered
the plight of the
clerks. Mail sacks had been piled on
them; Phein had managed to loosen
his gag and gave the warning. Strewn
over the floor were the wrappings of
hundreds
of registered
packages.
Every sack of registered mail had
been, looted.

some of thH
the prothe mails, but he
ceeds through
ther counties."
claims that at. first by inadvertence
"Not a Word."
to
he
allowed one V. C. Musgrave
Theo-dcre
New York, Jan. 5. Colonel
make orders on his account, when
Roosevelt came to New York
there was not sufficient to meet the
from Oyster Bay and found his ediorders, and afterwards allowed him to
re- He Discusses in
torial office thronged. Various
the Outlook
make larger orders in the hope that
ports that he was soon to make a
sooner or later the discrepancy could
Need .of Progress on
statement in regard to his political
be made up. These books he juggled
position drew an unusually large
the Bench
and falsified in order to conceal the
crowd of inquirers, who bombarded
shortage, and finally realizing that
him with questions. Colonel Roosehe was under suspicion and that a new
velt gave little heed to the queries.
POLICY SCORED
for handling the debit
arrangement
"It's no use," he said, "I shall say
sr.d credit slips which are given to the
nothing not a word."
convicts had been made, he became
The Colonel was asked whether ha Threatens That Courts Will Be
panic stricken, when he knew that
had seen the statement made by Lawbooks were to be checked up at
the
Unless
of
Power
rence Abbott, president of the Out
Deprived
end of December, and knowing no
the
look Publishing Company, declaring
other way io dispose of the evidence
that Colonel Roosevelt was not a
of his manipulation of the books, he
candidate for the presidential nomi By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
destroyed them. Musgrave denies
nation.
5.
New
Theodore
Jan.
York,
Fewkes'
story in toto. No money has POOR
"I have not seen it," he replied.
Roosevelt
discusses "Judges and
been lost by the transactions so far!
"Do you expect to see it?"
as can be discovered except that he!
Progress," in an editorial in the cur- "I shall not" replied the Colonel.
rent issue of the Outlook. "I believe
shifted debits and credits from one
Mr. Abbott was more communica
the courts have rendered the people
convict's account to another's, and
tive.
incalculable
service," he said. "I
thus hid the shortages, no actual cash
"I made the statement," said he, hold the attitude of our people toward
In the end, H will
being handled.
without any consultation with Colo tbem should be one of appreciation
probably be found that one convict Further
Drop in Temper
nel Roosevelt."
and respect, but not of servility.
has more on the books to his credit
Predicted for
ature
Mr. Abbott said he wished to make
'I most emphatically believe we
than he ought to have, and vice versa,
clear that the statement could not have been wise in giving great power
t
ar.other convict "will have less, so that
be construed as an authorized ex- to the judges. But I also firmly bethe entire sum of money will be inpression of Colonel Roosevelt's views. lieve that, like other powers, this pow
tact, but the title to the different pro"Do you think Colonel Roosevelt er can be abused, and it is a power
portions will be obscured.
33DEGS. BELOW AT CULOTH
would accept the nomination, if it which the people merely temporarily
Fewkes had Sam Burke, the prison
have alienated.
were offered to him?" was asked.
porter carry out and throw away
WEATHER FORECAST IN
"I don't know. I don't believe Colo
the remnant of one of the books burn- Saint Louis, Chicago and Kansas
and moderately
"Used
cautiously
COLORADO AND NEW MEXICO. nel Roosevelt himself knows."
Services at Unitarian Church,
and only in the clearest cases, as has
ed, that is to say, an iron uound or
volCity in the Grip of an
Interment in Arlington
mechanism used in loose-lea- f
been done by our greatest judges from
Special Leased Wire to TTew Mexican) WESTERN
on
,By
and
Senator
LaFollette
at
arrived
evening
FEDERATION
WANTS
umes,
Sunday
the
of
Springlater,
marshall
the
Icy Wave.
to
present
days
CemeteryDenver, Colo., Jan. 5. Colorado unTO INVADE MEXICO. day, it is fraught with utmost good field shortly after 3 p. m., he showed told Burke what he had done. Burke
settled and generally overcast with
to the body politic.
Used recklessly, considerable improvement
physically claims that he did not notify the pris (By Special Leaaed Wire to New Mepean
(By Special Leased Wrre to New Mexican) local snow in mountain district to- Canada Too is to Have a Taste of where a case is so doubtful that
as a result of the constant ministra on officials because he had been trap
judg
Chicago, 111., Jan. 5. The coldest
Presi5.
D.
Jan.
C,
Washington,
night or Saturday; not so cold. New
ped into doing a wrong unknowingly, place in the United States was
It was
es may be divided nearly equally, as tions of his physicians.
Militant Methods of Aggressive
dent Taft, members of his cabinet, Ad- Mexico unsettled, and generally over-oasand because he got "skeered be
in recent years, it results in great nounced that he will be able to
Union Organization.
miral Dewey, practically every naval
Minnesota, where the temperawi,th snow in north portion to- (By Special Leased Vrrre to Jew Mexican) evil. I am
cause he had already gone too far in
of a judge when. all his engagements.
speaking
officer on duty in Washington, and
ture registered 3:! below zero. Other
or
5.
execubusiness."
book
temperaThe
Jan.
Rising
Saturday.
night
the
Colo.,
declared
Denver,
by virtue of his position, he
low temperatures reported are:
many prominent officials attended the ture.
tive council of the Western Federa the people as a whole have, or have MEN HIGH UP PLEAD
funeral of Rear Admiral Robley D.
Wisconsin, 28 below; La Crostion of Miners, which is in session not, the right to carry out a given polNOT GUILTY TO FRAUD.
Evans today. The obsequies were
se 23 below; Milwaukee and Madison,
heie, plans, it is announced, to orga icy. Within the last 25 years the court
marked with full military honors.
IMAGE
Wisconsin, IS bolow; Green Bay, Wisnize the 150,000 miners in old Mexico in New York, helped once or twice, Julian Hawthorne, Josiah Quincy and P1LGH
beAn unusual tribute was paid to the
consin, 12 below and Chicago 8
United
New
of
of
under the friendly wing
the
the
Others in Drag Net of Federal
by the supreme court
low. The weather is generally fair
memory of Admiral Evans by EmperJIadero government,
other plans States, have thrown what at times,
Authorities.
with a northwest wind. It is predictor William of Germany, as the special
which include attempts to effect a bet proved well nigh or altogether insur
of the Emperor Comi representative
ed that a further drop in temperature
of
Leased
to
mountable
New
Wire
in
the
Canada
of
miners
ter
Special
in
obstacles
Mexican)
(By
path
organization
will come tonight. The bitter cold
mander Retzmann, the German naval
New York, Jan. 5. On indictments
needed social reform.
and in the northwest.
found
attache, attended the funeral, and
unprepapoor
Chicago's
was
of
which
the
mado
existence
pubMembers of the board today deci
"I hold, not only that courts, in
house
placed a wreath on the bier of the
lodging
lic this afternoon for the first time, Daughters of American Rev- red. The municipal
to
to
ded
to
South
exerthese
Dakota,
or
matters
go
have
study
usurped
admiral .who had been intimately Grand
750 men, 300 more
Los Angeles the strike situation at the Homestako cised in
accommodated
of not guilty were entered in
pleas
ExcurPlan
Great
olution
the
wholly wrong fashion,
known by the Emperor.
than, its ordinary capacity.
When all
Makes Its Final Report
mine and, if a settlement cannot be power properly and clearly abiding in the United States district court this
bed3 were filled, bunks we're made on
in
sion
1915
a
afternoon
Julian
Early In the day, the body was
by
Hawthorne,
affected, to devise ways and means the people, but that they have thus
t.
the floors and in the offices in front
transferred from the family home to
strained to the utmost, in my opinion, journalist promoter; Josiah Quincy, a
of making the strike more effective.
for those who sought
AH Souls Unitarian Church, the cask-crefuge. Ono
in order to former assistant secretary of state,
constitution
the
violated,
FRANCISCO hundred more who would not be acTO
SAN
of Boston, and at present a AUTOS
being wrapped in a rear admiral's
which
a
sustain
BETTING FAVORS TOMMY
philosophy
member of the Transit Commission of
flag and the Stars and Stripes. The BURNS AND BROWNE DIVIDE
commodated, were sent to the police
DIXON OF MISSOURI everywhere has completely broken
services were conducted by President
a
Albert
station where they were given shelthat
promotFreeman,
city;
down when applied to , actual condi
Taft's pastor, Rev. U. G. B. Pierce.
er; John McKinnon, treasurer and Telegraph Poles to Be Painted ter. Two men, badly frozen, were
Leased Wire to New Mexican) tions of modern life.
Special
(By
found on the ice by policemen
and
During the services, the famous "Paul Ortie McManigal Passes Through
secretary of the Hawthorne Mining
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 5. Both
Red, White and Blue Along
It is, I believe, an advantage to Companies, and Dr. William J. Horton,
Revere" bell, which rang out a warnwere sent to luospitals.
of
Roche
and
San
His
Johnny,
Dalhart
to
on
Francisco,
have fixed in the court power to statei
Way
Highway- ing to the minute men for the first
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 5. TemperaTommy Dixon of Kansas City, today that a legislative act is unconstitu- a nerve specialist of this city. All are
Indianapolis.
battle of the Revolution, was tolled.
announced themselves in fine trim tional, but only provided that power charged with misuse of the mails in
tures in eastern Missouri and south
After the ceremonies at the church,
for the scheduled ten round bout to is exercised with the greatest wisdom, a scheme to defraud investors in the (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ern Illinois ranged from two degrees
stock of mining enterprises.
Kansas City, Mo., Jan 5. An auto- below to 16 degrees above zero today.
eight petty officers from the U. S. S. (Br Special leased Wire t" New 5.Mexican) night before the Grand Avenue Ath and self restraint.
More
Los Angeles, Calif., Jan.
Dolphin, preceded by prominent naval
letic club of this city. The winner of
mobile
pilgrimage to San Francisco At Hannibal, Mo., the thermometer
to
use
"If courts continue
it with SCHOOL CHILDREN AND
indictments against alleged dynamite the match will be in line for a con
and military pallbearers bore the
in the
often
1915 over a National Highway to be registered 2 below and at Cairo, 111.,
shown
in
recklessness,
were
TEACHERS TO DEATH.
conspirators
expected today, test with the victor in the Abe Attellcasket to a gun caisson.
past, it is almost inevitable that ef
known "The Old Trails Route," is the 16 above. In St. Louis, the thermoresumed
Kilbane battle, scheduled for forts will be made to amend or abolish
A military escort, commanded by when the federal grand Jury
meter recorded the lowest tempera
Johnny
rest.
a
its
session
after
at
Private
day's
Seville,
ambition of the Kansas City Chapter ture of
Spain,
Buildings
Los Angeles on Washington's birth It.
Rear Admiral Sydney A. Stanton and
winter, 5 alxe zero. Eight
to
the
federal
With
Disastrous
officials,
According
Collapses
of the Daughters of the American Re- hundred and thirty-siday. Betting today . slightly favored
composed of the full brigade of midhomeless men
am
sure
"I
the
people
ultimately
to
to
is
Effect.
report
expected
Jury
the Kansas City featherweight.
here
to
a
At
shipmen from the naval academy, two grand
volution.
condi
today,
at
all
as
will
dictate
and
meeting
must,
police
headquarters:
slept
disto
Leased
Mexican
be
New
i
Wire
Wellborn
and
Federal Judge
iBv Special
companies of blue jackets, four comtions which shall obtain in tenement
Four Below at Kansas City.
Seville, Spain, Jan. 5. A large num- the Chapter chose Judge H. C. Gilbert
before night. The new counfor
panies of marines and a battery of charged
mines,
railways
houses,
factories,
of children together with their as a representative to go to Washingber
Kansas
to
were
due
City, Mo., Jan, 5. A o!d
today
ty
jurors
grand
X
X INAUGURATION TAKES
artillery, made up the funeral proces- continue their
men, women and children teachers were killed and maimed by
preserving
wave
from
the northwest centering
into
the
allegaprobe
auto work for a bill in Congress
PLACE JANUARY 15. X in health, life and limb.
sion to Arlington National Cemetery.
Si
the collapse of a building in a p.ivate ton
over the Missouri valley gave that diswas
- St
GovernAt the grave "Taps" was sounded and tion that the McNamara defense
with
After
X
National
speaking
highway, by trict
"No public servant worth his salt school here today. It is not known thorising the
today the lowest temperature of
possessed of a fund for the corruption SS
W. C. McDonald at X
a salute of 15 guns fired.
should hesitate to stand by his con- how many pupils were in attendance way of the historic Boon's Lick Road the winter. The reauings ranged
of jurors in the trial of James B. McSi Carrizozo over the long diet- X
science, and if necessary, to surren- at the time of the catastrophe but of Missouri and the Santa Fe Trail. from four degrees below zero at KanNamara. The arraignment of Bert X ance
MINES OF SANTA EULALIA
telephone last evening, X der his office rather than yield his the dead bodies of the headmaster,
defense
McNamara
H.
the
Franklin,
A resolution was adopted advocating sas City to 24 below in Huron, S. D.
Act-DISTRICT ON A STRIKE.
X Mayor Arthur Seligman,
conscientious convicts in a case of three women teachers and three childIn SJoux City the mercury registered
detective, was expected today.
of
Chairman
X lug
the Inaugural
ren have already been extricated and that all telephone poles along the IS below, in Omaha 14 below, in Dea
genuine importance.
Burns and Browne Arbitrate.
"But while that is his right and duty it is believed many more are buried highway be painted with, red, white Moines 15 below, in St Joseph, Mo., 6
Samuel L. Browne, chief of the de- X Committe,. announces that the
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
our right and duty is to see that he beneath fallen masonry.
El Paso, Texas, Jan. 5. A Herald tective force attached to the county X inauguration of Governor Mc- and blue stripes, the work to be car- below.
X Donald will take place on Jan- is responsible to us, to the people;
special from Chihuahua says that 2,-- district attorney's office, announced X
ried on by the D. A. R. in the various
The southwest did not experience
15.
Governor
McDonald
to
us.
uary
and I hold with Lincoln, that we are responsible
tnat n and Detective W. J
BOO miners in, the Santa Eulalia dls - ltc,day
City,
revo- states traversed by the road. The extreme temperatures. Dodge
of putting it at a later
is
not
we
advocated
X
have
if
I
"What
called
free
to
unfit
be
thought
people
naa
reacnea
an
agreement.
road propo"ed would extend from Kansas, had 2, Oklahoma 18; Amaril- trlct ten miles from there are on tsuras,
is
wild
radicalism.
to
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lution.
wishes
to
not
It
X
but
the
It
the
date
yielded
surrender
rewould
right
divide the
permanently
whereby they
seven
Washington, D. C. through,
X of the committee.
strike for an eight hour day and 25
shape our destinies, and place this the highest and wisest kind of
to
Francisco.
Continued on Page Eignt,
San
states,
not
man
X
percent increase in wages.
right in the hands of any
(Continued on page eight.)
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LIVE

150

YEARS

Scientists Say It Can Be Done.
"Old age is simply a disease." say
some of the European scientists now.
They hold that with proper attention
to diet people should live 150 years.
We don't know how true that is.
But we do know that great numbers
of elderly and aged people feel and
look younger than they are because
they build up with Vinol, our delicious
cod liver and Iron remedy
without
oil.
Mrs. Michael Bloom, of Lewiston,
Pa., aged 83 years, had to be wheeled
around in an invalid's chair before
she began taking Yinol, and after using a few bottles was able to go out
walking alone, and do most of her
housework too. That shows how Vinol
strengthens feeble people.

to !

IT. M.

exact,, there has been ice every

FRIDAY, JANUARY S, 1912.

CA5CARETS

flay except eight. El Paso has never
in its history according to old timers,

FOR

1

backed up by weather records, had
SICK, SOUR STOMACH
such a protracted cold spell as this.
EI Paso Herald.
Gently but thoroughly cleanse and regulate your Stomach, Liver and
Sued Bv Oil Comoanv.
Bowels while you sleep.
Suit was filed yesterday in the district court at Albuquerque by the ConThat awful sourness, belching of
tinental Oil Company, a corporation, acid and foul gases; that pain in the
against E. H. High of Roosevelt coun- pit of the stomach, the heartburn, ner.
ty for $179.31 balance due upon an vousness, nausea, bloating after eataccount of goods, wares and merchaning, feeling of fullness, dizziness end
dise, sold and delivered to the de- sick headache, meanB indigestion; a
fendant by the plaintiff company. The disordered stomach, which cannot be
amount "was contracted for during the
regulated until you remove the cause.
intervening time between February 8 It isn't your stomach'B fault Your
ana May 4 of last year.
stomach is as good as any.

Try Cascarets; they cure indigestion, because
immediately cleanse
the magazine agent and regulate they
the stomach, remove the
who has been workiner Albuoueraue sour,
undigested and fermenting food
It sharpens the appetite, makes tie for past six months and who has been
and foul gases; take the excess bile
blood rich and causes it to circulate under arrest
since last Saturday from the liver and
carry off the debetter. You feel the good effect; of charged with
obtaining money under composed waste matter and poison
Vinol very soon.
We guarantee that false
pretenses had a preliminary from the intestines and bowels. Then
.
Vinol will please you and pay back
Southern Corpse Plaza. Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
hearing before Justice Craig yester- your stomach trouble is ended forever.
does
not.
if
The
it
money
your
WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
day, and was bound over to meet the A Cascaret
tonight will straighten you
Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, New action of the
grand jury In the sum out by morning a
Mexico.
box from
of $500. In default of bail he was
any drug store will keep your entire
remanded to the county jail. Duch- family feeling good for months. Don't
MAKE WAY FOR THE NEW YEAR'S ner stated in the court that he was
forget the children their little insides
RESOLUTIONS!
engaged in doing a legitimate solicit- need a good,
gentle cleansing too.
ing business for magazine club subHere they come, a goodly crowd.
Splendid, furbished, brave and new, scriptions, and that he had neglected certificates because
they hava not
to send some of the amounts to the
Prompt, emphatic, strong and loud,
reached the degree of efficiency rehome offices of the publications. This
Most impressive to the view!
quired by the Chicago Scout Commis
Mark them with their measured tread, was merely oversight which he intend-ti- ! sioner and
Chicago local council. The
to make right. The evidence same
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Dauntless front and flashing eye,
standard prevails in Boston,
Challenging the contest dread,
against mm nowever was of so con Philadelphia
and
nlares
msinv
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers,
clusive a nature as to warrant
Like an army 'drawing nigh!
the throughout the country.
garden 4 field seeds in bulk and packages
in
judge
binding him over.
Many young men have rushed in
Never again!
their applications for certificate? beThe only exclusive
house in Santa Fe
From This Time On!
Drink Causes Death, of Pullman Con- cause
they have been eager to qualI Certainly Will!
ductor.
ify as scoutmasters in time for the
W. F. Clark, a Pullman conductor. arrival of Lieut.
Don't Ask Me!
General Sir Robert S.
That's All Done With!
about 40 years of age, whose home is S.
Thousands of boy
This Time It Goes!
in New Orleans, La., was found dead scout troops
throughout the country
Phone Black S'help Me, Heaven!
in a cell at the police station at El are
various scout activiI Hereby Declare!
Paso at three o'clock in the morning. ties. practicing are
45
They
holding campfy-Me For the Simple Life!
Clark had been taken to the Doliee
meetings and getting in training for
Cut It Out!
station by W. Tillman and J. Bayles, the series of reviews that will be held
two negro Pullman porters, who said in the
Nope!
cities and towns from
No!
that they had tried to get a room for Boston leading
to San Francisco In the honor
nim at several rooming houses but had of the
of Baden-Poweand
See the resolutions come
been unable to do so. They left him James E.trip
West, Chief Scout Execufrom
in
the
the
first
Trooping
campaigri!
jail, deposited a $3 bond and tive across the country. Letters
Rather worn and tattered some.
said they would return to take him which
Mr. West is receiving
from
Beaten by the Wind and rain.
out. He was docketed as "John Doe scout
commissioners
and local counHard to recognize the band
drunk," and left in the jail. At three cils indicate "that the
trip of Eaden-Poweo'clock Wednesday morning,
Marching forth in brave array,
wheii
and West is beine looked for-lii their regimentals grand,
Jailer Gus Armendariz went into the ward to with much
eagerness by the
Mettled, eager for the fray!
cell, he found the man dead. Coroner boy scouts

IN

CERY

WHOLESALE

AND

G

Magazine Agent Bound Over.

3. B. Duohner,

RETAIL

WE ARE PROUD OF OUR STORE, BECAUSE IT IS
A SUC
CESSFUL HARDWARE STORE.
YOU DO NOT "FORK OVER" YOUR MONEY TO US FOR FOOR
GOODS, BUT PAY US ONLY A REASONABLE PRICE FOR THE
BEST HARDWARE MADE.
WHEN, YOU WANT HARDWARE REMEMBER WE'VE GOT IT.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Phone

pin

Baden-Powel-

"h"nt4rtk

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s
14.

If Its Hardware We Have It.

Phone

14

l.

LEO HERSCH

FRANK F. GORMLEY
-

-:-

GENERAL MERCHANDISE

-

We Start the NEW YEAR by jriven
especially in 5, 10 aod 25c, pods.

SPECIAL
SALE
at

OUR PRICES ARE MARKED

-:-

-

-:-

-

better values than ever,
:

:

:

:

:

IN PLAIN FIGURES.

The Canon Road Automobile Line Passes our Door.

ll

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIOCO.
WATCH FOR BIG AD

You are requested to call and see and

Only on Special Occasions!
I Doubt if I Ever Will Again.
I Probably Shall.
Thanks, Old Man, But
Those Were Good Old Days.
No, I Mean It, Really.
S'help Me, Moses!
No, I Said I Wouldn't!
Oh, I Guess the Simple Life's
Right.
Moderation Is the Thing!
Wouldn't Hurt Me?

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
LEARN

was summoned, and
he has rendered no verdict.
expresses the opinion that death was
probably caused by acute alcoholism.
though

FOB YOUR HAIR
Here

Election Certificates.

A

number of the newly elected coun
i

,

DEM ANN COMPANY

ad

Are Facts We Want Yeu to
Prove at Our Risk.
When th( rnnta nf tha lai.
a
tirely dead and the pores of the scalp'
are giazed over we ,0 not Dejeve
tnat anything can restore hair growth
But, when the hair roots retain any
life, we believe there is nothing that
will so surely promote hair growth as
will Rexall "93" Hair Tonic. To prove
that statement, we promise to oromnt
ly return all the money you pay us for
Kexall "93" Hair Tonic, should it
not please you.
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic destroys the
germs which are usually responsible
for baldness.
It Denetrates to the
roots of the hair, stimulating and, by
promoting
circulation,
nourishing

Why Import Mineral Water
i

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER

&

Imperial Laundry

COAL YARD

:

IWHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

?

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Broad-Minde-

R.

436 Canon Road

E. B. McClintock

ty officers of Bernalillo
..re"
ceived their certificates fUn
"
All yesterday. The commissions are sien
ed by Governor W. J. Mills, Secretary
Nathan Jaffa, and Chief Justice W. H.
Pope. The wording of the certificates
Eh?
is somewnat out of the ordinary since
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
the words state and territory are both
(THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND
Who
the
sore
and sick,
used. The paper certifies that at an
stragglers,
IS
Scattered, hopeless and forlorn.
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
election held in the Territory of New
Leaning on a crutcli or stick,
Mexico the official elect, was elected
ARD-LI- N
Wishing they had not been born?
to a certain office in the State of New
Can it be the goodly crew
Mexico. The commissions
sealed
are ordering in car-ioshipments for Holiday Trade. Place your That with lirm and measured sten with the great seal of theare
territnrv.
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
Statred out to dare and do?
and dated December 30. 1911. Countv
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
Stranger, we must answer, "Yep!' Clerk Walker, Assessor Fred Hevn.
and Arizona purchasers.
Treasurer Mike Mendell, Judge Ray- Don't Care Tf 1 Do!
of the district, and Judge Staab them.
nolds,
SANTA FE TJtAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic helps
I Hope I Am Fairly
to
of the probate court all received their
relieve scalp Irritation, to remove danSome Day I May.
certificates yesterday. The nffl
druff, to prevent the hair from fulling
LEARNARD &
Thanks, Old Fellow!
Established J 900
will be sworn in following the
issuing out, and to promote an increased
"
I Call This "Life!"
Well,
of
the
LINDEMANN CO.
President's proclamation
and
Albuqurque, New Mexico If Here Aint
George!
the inauguration of Governor McTVm- - growth of hair. It comes in two sizes,
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
prices 50 cents and $1.00. Remember,
Oh, Thuncier:
you can obtain it only at our store
Anything to Be Agreeable!
The Rexall Store, The Fischer Drug
Who Said "The Simple Life?"
6,000 REGISTERED
Co., 232 San Francisco St
It's the Bitters That Hurts.
BOY SCOUTS.
1 Sure!
More than 6.000 young men have
been registered as scoutmasters with
Sad? Of course! But in a year
the Boy Scouts of America. Of that
Every one again will Tise.
number about 1,000 have
Bright, refurbished, full of cheor
For Best Laundry Work
their scout certificates in the last two
Not a single veteran dies !
months and a half. The number of
We shall see the column start
boy scouts to a scoutmaster varies BASKET
LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Stern and strong for anv fntp
from 24 to 150. Those figures
give
Bright of eye and brave of heart.
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
an idea of the enthusiasm with which
ii we nang around and wait!
the scout activities are being taken
up by the boys throughout the coun
O. K. Barber Shop
try. It is a fact, however, that there Agency at
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
are many men throughout the counAROUND THE STATE
try who have scout troops, but who Phone Red No. 23.
333 HICKOX STREET,
Phone. Red No. 21
Near Union Deoot
are in no way connected with nnv
PHONE, RED 100.
general organization.
In Chicago
Marriage License.
for instance there are many young
A marriage license was Issued at men wno
are acting as scoutmasters KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS FOR
Albuquerque by Probate Clerk Walk- out wno are not
recommended
for
er to Ramon JI. Garcia and Lorentica
HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Montano.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED, your laundry on
Mondays and Tuesby local applications, as they cannot days and deliver on
Assets S7B.
Thursdays and
Edward Frances O'Connor fill enit reach the diseased portion of the ear. Fridays.
there
is
one
for voluntary bankruptcy in the Ifnit- only
way to cure deaf
AH work is
guaranteed; your socks
ness. and that is by constitutional are
ea Mates court here yesterday.
mended and buttons sewed
The
n
ciucuicK.
sworn statement accompanying
an
is
caused
jjeamess
by
the
your shirts without extra
suit says that he has liabilities inflamed condition of the mucous lln PHONE RED 122 PHONE charge.
RED 122
TO
wuuiiuus i tt,io.i) wun only S75 mg of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumR. H. STOLLE. Asrent.
wearing apparel.
bling sound or imperfect hearing and
jtosweu News.
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
tne result, and unless the inflamma
SaVfi MOflfiV n! Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Shoes Are Clues.
ifiVUVJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Juan Gallardo was arrested by Po- tion can be taken out and this tube
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
liceman Perez at El Paso. A pile of restored to its normal condition, hearChecks and Foreign Money Orders
shoes on the sidewalk in front at- ing will be destroyed forever; nine
La Salle
tracted the policeman's attention and czsex out of ten are caused by Catarrh
Payable
and all Foreign
he found the window of the house which is nothing but an inflamed con
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
U. S., Canada, Mexico
Throughout
Countries
broken. Inside he found Gallardo, dition of the mucous surfaces.
We
Telephone II.
will
One
Dollars
Hundred,
give
whom he took to the police station
for any case of Deafness (caused bv Two Doorg Below Fv Andrews Store.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
and charged him with burglary.
catarrh) that cannot be cured by Regular Meals 25 cents.
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
jt
Measly Cold at El Paso.
free.
Short Orders at All Hours.
For 40 days past there have been lars, F. J. CHENEY
CO., Toledo, O.
D.
in
which
only eight
freezing tempera
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Sold by druggists, 75c.
ture was not recorded in El Paso. BeTake Hall's Family Pills for consti French Noodle Order 20c a dtsn,
ginning back in November, on the 24, pation.
New York Chop Suey 50c

hear the beautiful tone

Phe neBlack 6619

pAD CAIP

,n,proved and unMiproved City Property, Orchards
and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water
rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesnque at a
Bargain.

JALL

Modern Residences for Rent.

F. M. JONES.

PalaceAve.

DAWSON COAL

" The

Quality Coal."

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
9

General Express Forwarders

aeis,

All Parts of The World

oal

Screened
ESOTSirSK!
Telephone 85

gs

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

Wood

CERRILLOS

weu wooa

Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
ana iunanrifc.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

;

Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Caii up 'Phone 9
When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
loa

Caspar JUeno

CHAS. CLOSSON

i

i

92

GREETINGS

NJ

09

APPY' WEALTHY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEARt During the
Z?Ui
past
MA year
have studied to improve in every possible manner to make
my store a dependable one

coImPun("nS ,of Prescriptions. All my knowledge, my training, my years of
and Profession-- all
for your added safety and convenience, comfort
t0 aSsure you that throughout 1912 we will
It continuance of vour
exert , ourselves
to the
utmost
.
.
cnnfiHnr nr. ,4 vaivwiicu
n
me .10 inanK you ior
rcrniii
puuunagc.
kind
your
support and patronage, and accept our re- solve to always cater to your desires in a manner
U
most pleasing and satisfactory.

frltiii

aT ?nu

experl-InZlL-

7f.fl fC
u DHADMAfY
uvvn
riiiiniiuivi

tS

Lump

LIVELY STABLE
Ftae

j

BARNES, Agent.

RATON
YANKEE

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Restaurant

J.

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Zook's Pharmacy
4 if

Phone
213

I
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New
Mexican
ComPrinting
pany has prepared civil and criminal
OF
When Santa Fe Citizens Show the dockets especially for the use of Justices of the peace. They are especialWay.
There can be no Just reason why ly ruled, with printed headings, in
any reader of this will continue to either Spanish or English, made of
suffer the tortures of an aching back, good record paper, strongly and dur- the annoyance of urinary disorders,! ably bound, wdth leather back and
the dangers of serious kidney ills cavers and canvas sides, hall full
when relief is so near at hand and Index in front and the fees of justices
ten most positive proof given that of the peace and constables printed
these ills can be cured. Read what in full on the Urst page. The page
Combir.ed Civil and Crlitlii.aJ .. 4.00
a Santa Fe citizen says:
inches. These books are
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St., are 10
Santa Fe, X. Mex., says: "Two and made up in civi' and criminal dockets,
a half years ago I gave a statement separate ot 33 pages each, or with
for publication regarding my experi- both civil and criminal bound in one
ence with Doan's Kidney Pills. Today book, 80 pajes civil and 320 pages
I am stronger in my praise of this criminal. To introduce them they are
I suffered greatly offered at the following prices
remedy than ever.
52.75
from disordered kidneys, the pains Civil or Criminal
For 45 cents actional for a single
in my back being so acute that I had
The docket, or 55 cents additional for a
to stop work and sit down.
trouble steadily grew worse and I combination docket, they will be sect
fiJUifST
Tit
I
rarely knew what it was to be free by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
order. Stale
Soon after full must accompany
from an ache or pain.
I began using Doan's Kidney Pills, plainly whether
English or Spanish
my pains and aches disappeared and printed baading Is wanted.
my back became strong."
Let Him Know It IT you are out ot
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo. a position, you must let the employer
centsi
New York, sole agents for the United know it. A want advertisement In the
New Mexican will reach every busiStates.
Remember the name Doan's and ness and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
take no other.
territory. If you have any special talent, do not hide it under a bushel.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Are You a Seller? An advertiseU. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
December 9, 1911. ment in the classified columns of the
Xew Mexican will put your real estate
Notice is hereby given that
on the market effectively. It will put
N.
who,
M.,
of
Rowe,
Quintana,
on June 11, 1907, made Homestead the facts of your property before
of al' possible buyeis.
Section
01507, Xo. 11011, for NE
10, Township 1G X, Range 13 E, Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to moke final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before register or receiver,
'CARPENTERS!
U. S. Land office, at Santa Fe, X. M.
T. A. GURULE,
1912.
of
lGth
on
'he
January,
day
AND CABINET MAKERS.
Of Albuquerque, Member cf the House from Bernalillo County.
Claimant names as witnesses:
M.
Crescendo Roibal of Rowe, N.
Manuel Garcia of Fulton, N. M.
FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
THE W0RLDT GREATEST
SUBSCRIPTION LIST FOR
Quintana of Rowe, N. M.
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE.
WATER HIGHWAY.
PERMANENT SECRETARY.
Victor Valencia of Rowe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
About One Vessel Every Twenty Min- His Business Will Be To Further
Phone. Red 115
All Work Guaranteed
Register.
Work of Chamber of Commerce
utes Pa-sThrough St. Mary's
and Keep Information Bureau.
River Channel.
NO REASON FOR IT.

1SJ1CE

NEXT TO NEW FIRST NATIONAL BANK

tlnZr;tot

WE

fiive Us a Call

MEIER S

INTERVIEWS

I Moved to Remodeled Building

She Tells of Ye Olden
Days in This Ancient
Capital City
ALSO PRESENT DAY PROGRESS

Fine

We make

Imported

the

Clothes

ness an

Busi-

Romance Elbows With Matter
of Fact Business at Every
Corner.
(New York Sun).
Some thirty-fivyears ago L. Bradford Prince was looked upon as a coming man in New York politics. He
had been a member of the Assembly
for four years, during which time he
was chairman of the Judiciary Committee, having charge of the impeachment of Tweed Judges, and had
e

such as you

Art. Every

can only

Garment

see in the

is made by

Big Cities.

We have

rM

ml

we

W

if
M

CAN

m no it.

Them.

Experts
in Their
Line.

NOTE OUR PRICES
and come to see

US

before you order you suit,

FOR LADIES

FOR GENTS

$25.00

$20.00

UP

UP

fathered the constitutional

amend-

ments of 1S74.

He had served in
the State Senate one term and had
been a member of two national Republican conventions.
Yet, when at
the suggestion of William M. Evarts,
the Chief Justiceship of New Mexico
was offered to him in 1S0S, he accepted and went out there and has grown
up with the new state. In 1SS9 President Harrison made him Governor of
the Territory, as it was then, and
though he has paid frequent visits to
New York since and retains a summer home on Long Island he has
been thoroughly identified with Xew
Mexico.

THE FIRST

STATE LEGISLATURE

...

Fosten-Milbur-

" Mill

n

mfMm

Vir-gini- o

th'-eye- s

J. P. Steed

&

Son

Governor Prince has "Jeen in New
York recently but cut short his visit
the other day to hurry home lor the
inauguration of the new State on New
Year's Day
Mrs. Prince, however,)
utruiuu.
mie sue cuuiu
not exactly give her husband's views
on matters out there, she told some
of her early experiences in the Territory, to which she went as a bride
thirty years ago, expecting to remain
tllPVfi nnlv civ Tinnnthtt
M re
ilrlnm
The subscription list being circulaWashington, D. C, Jan.
said her husband has told her that
he was about the first man in theithe navigation season of 1fl1l vessels ted by the finance committee of the
BOOK AND TAKE A
ORDER OUT OF A SAMPLE
RemovHorse
the number of 15,:ir;s passed Chamber of Commerce has received
United States to use the referendum t0
the
of
Mexico.
all
New
almost
hearty
CHANCE-W- HEN
His
YOU CAN COME TO
signatures
because after each term of the Legis-- j through the Saint Mary's river
he would go back home and tell; ncl which connects Lake Superior and the citizens who had the opportunity
I am arranging to change my business location from Cedar
THE GARMENT WHILE IT IS BEING MADE
YOUR MATERIAL-S- EE
I am
the folks of Queens, Suffolk, and Rich-- ! Lake Huron; according 1o Lieutenant of signing it. $72.50 has already been
la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by.
Rapids,
and
raised
do
names
not
whose
many
:
:
:
:
15
mond, who were his constituents, just Philip H. Scott, commanding the reon
UP AND BE PROTECTED BY OUR GUARANTEED FIT.
Jacks
Alammoth
and
Stallions
30
January
for
Imported
any definite amount have shipping
what had been happening up in Al- venue cutter MacKinac, in charge of appear
I
with
to
like
would
correspond
their financial support. The 1912, being my first consignment.
bany and find out whether tlrey ap- the patrol of St. Marys River, in his piedged
remainder of the proposed amount, all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
proved or not.
report to Commissioner Chamberlain, $77.50, will, the chairman
of the Mares. I can also furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
The Princes live in an adobe house oi the Bureau of Navigation, DepartPlease
in Santa Fe that was built in 1740 and ment of Commerce and Labor. This finance committee asserts, be inised and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices.
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
it has a frontage of 148 feet, though is a larger transit of large steamers within the next two or three days.
The petition and the names of those
W. DeCLOW.
i'; is only one story high. When Lew than on any other water of the Unitwho have signed it, thus far, rppear Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
was
Wallace
of
Governor
New
ed
Mexico,
more
and
than
three
times
NEW
MEXICO
SANTA FE,
States,
::
WEST SIDE PLAZA
I have recently secured a special rate by express
Chief Justice Prince had an office in 4,533, w hich is the number of passages below:
by which I can ship
I can
from Cedar Rapold
before.
the
ever
the
I,
the
than
lower
Wallace
at
rates
ship
Palace
jacks
that
presiSpanish
u.
undersigned, being
jacks
through the S iez Canal in 1910.
occupied, and in that building the latThe daily average number of ves- dent of the Chamber of Commerce of ids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
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of the State of
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was from Garfield's reading that book Sainte
Mexico,
particularly of the
Marie, at the entrance to Hay
that the author was sent as Minister I.ake channel, was 72, or at the rate County of and the City of Santa Fe,
to Turkey.
of one boat every 20 minutes. The at heart, have this day appointed a
"Some things were rather primitive week ending August 5th showed the cemmittee of three, H. P. Bardshar.
in New Mexico when I
went out greatest daily average for any week Frank Owen, and H. H. Dorman, all
"That was during the year, namely, 8(i vessels, citizens of the City of Santa Fe, for
there," says Mrs. Prince.
the day before tarred paper and tin and the greatest number recorded in the purpose of visiting the merchants
roofing had come into use. The walls any one day was 105 on August 24th. and citizens to the end that monthly
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The New Mexican is the oldest new Bpaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
79ry postotSce In the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progresslr
people of the Southwest.
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mas, the Canadian, the Rio Grande,
the Pecos, the Gila and their many
for
tributaries. What a prospect
homes and for increased production
of field, farm and orchard!
'
For the past five years there have
been 20,000 filings annually in the six
land offices of New Mexico and still
there are 35,000,000 acres of public
land remaining.
There are 10,000,000
acres of national forests, several million acres in Indian reservations and
Pueblo Indian grants, several million
acres in private timber tracts. Does
that give you any kiea of the extent
and of the possibilities of this new
State of the Union?
In population New Mexico is rapida series of articles for various maga- ly advancing to the
mark.
zines on the School of American It is a rural commonwealth, however,
Archaeology.
Harpers for January and has not yet developed any cities
of of great size. Which of the towns
will also contain a fine write-u- p
the School, thus demonstrating that will some day be the Los Angeles of
Santa Fe is being advertised widely New Mexico, fate has not yet revealed.
and very attractively without Santa Fe The census found only one city with
businessmen being asked to pay for more than 10,000 people and that was
any Albuquerque, which with its suburbs
ft, or any organization making
special effort to obtain the advertising. has reached the 15,000 mark and is
The Los Angeles Times article is advancing rapidly on the 20,000 figure,
a resume of the progress and pros- but has the aspec-- s of a 50,000 city.
pects of the entire commonwealth and Only two towns had more than 5000
is especially fitting of reproduction people, according to the census,
today, the day of Statehood. It says:
and Santa Fe, although the two
"For ten years New Mexico has been towns of Las Vegas together showed
guessing as to its wealth, its growth, 7000 and should be counted as one;
its progress. It is true, it has its own Raton, Clovis, and Las Cruces were
annual assessment reports, its own nearing the 5000 mark and a raft of
annual school census, the registration new towns that sprang up during the
and election returns, on which to base past decade or two showed popusome sort of an estimate, but the lation figures of from 1000 to 2500 and
claims it put forth lacked the stamp modern improvcronts and facilities
of official certitude such as is given that would be a credit to cities many
this year by the published returns of times as populous. Maps that twenty
the Federal census And the revela- years ago had only a great white
tions made by these census figures space over the eastern portion, of New
Mexico are now studdedwith town and
are marvelous. They show:
That New Mexico has increased village and postoffice names. This
more than 67 per cent in population growth has been so quiet, so even, that
there are people in parts of New Mexduring the past decade.
That in those ten years it more than ico who have not yet realized its magtripled the area it has under cultivat- nitude or its significance.
The old is passing away, or at least,
ion! and more than quadrupled farm
is being crowded into obscurity. Those
values.
That its live stock is worth more who love romance, who cling to the
than $43,000,000.
landmarks, are filled with regret. But
That its staple field crops in the the young and energetic state builders
terrible drouth year of 1909 were are buoyant with pride, with enthuThis year, the siasm, with resolve to make New Mex-icworth
?10,000,000.
one of the wealthy, one of the
products of fields, orchards and gardens exceeded $25,000,000 in value.
great States of the Union.
That the total wealth of this new
Characteristic of the great advance
d
of a billion in culture and education that has been
State is worth
of dollars, the physical valuation of made is the creation of the School of
the railroads within the State, ac- American Archaeology and of the New
cording to the Census Bureau, being Mexico Museum at Santa Fe. Housed
more than $100,000,000. The U. S. Geo- in the ancient Palace of the Governlogical "Surve at the same time decla- ors, it has become the Mecca of scienres that the value of the coal in si'ght tists not only -- om all parts of the
in the more than 10,000 square miles United States, but also from other conof surveyed coal fields exceeds five tinents. Its mural paintings by master hand, depicting the early prehisbillion dollars.
Twenty years ago the Territorial toric culture of the 20,000 cliff and
Legislature had an expert hydrograph-i- c communal dwellings within twenty
survey made, under the supervision miles of Santa Fe; its treasures of
handiwork
oi a competent engineer, now a resid- prehistoric
taken from
ent of California. This survey found those mysterious and impressive cities
that there were in cultivation in New of prehistoric America; its work exMexico not quite a quarter million tending from Alaska to Guatemala,
acres; that there was water sufficient are all indications tnat' New Mexico
in sight to irrigate not quite half a is keeping step with her younger and
million acres.
yet older siteter, California, in the
Today half a mll'son- acres are un- matters of the higher culture.
der cultivation by irrigation, 2,000,000
acres in dry farms, and the Territorial
THAT'S WHAT AILS RUSSIA.
Engineer has just announced that a
The Russian Government has decidcareful series of stream flow measurements over an extended period ed that the Salvation Army shall not
show that there is water enough to "do business" in Russia.
Inasmuch as there is one world-widirrigate 5,000 000 acres; that the flow- head for
the organization in question,
could
million
a
ing waters
yield half
horse power entirely unutilized at pre- and that its practices and aims are
sent and that fully 10,000,000 acres are the same everywhere, the decision
be just announced may fairly be accepadapted to dry farming. It may
added that is only as to known fac- ted as throwing still another light
the benighted condition ot the
tors; the unknown factors are per- upon
Russian official mind.
haps as great in proportion to the
The Salvation Army is perhaps as
known, as the present development free from
political undercurrents of
to
known
of
is
the
factors
twenty motive as any
organization in the
years ago.
world.
Its purpose is solely that of
This, then, is a brief survey of what helping the very
poor, without going
New Mexico has wrought along these
into the question of
impertinently
now
in
ten
lines
years. It
produces deserts.
Its demands upon the sup3,000,000 ons of coal a year. It yields port of the
public are less insistent,
gold, silver, copper, iron, lead, zinc, perhaps, than those of any other ormarble, lime, meerschaum,
gypsum, ganization
It prospers
anywhere.
ceaient, building ston", clay and other mainly because it appeals to the genminerals to the value of more than erous impulses of all kinds and con$3,000,000 annually, but only a token ditions of men.
of the possibilities.
The Chino CopThose who complain that the methper Company is developing extensive ods of the "army" are crude have
workings in Grant county that alone failed to note the amazing crudeness
will, from next year on, produce an- that still exists in human nature.
nually as much copper as the total While the sons of Mary may feel the
mineral production of the entire State spell of stained glass and softly moduthis year. Other companies are doing lated figures, the sons of Martha, in
work of this character and almost as far greater numbers, demand simpler
great extent. The smelter te Cerri-Ho- s and more rudimentary proofs of the
is to resume in a few weeks; the fact that there are organized move
works at Socorro, idle for many years, ments for their spiritual betterment
It would be absurd to believe that
are
for production;
mining camps that had been sleeping the Russian people, as a people, are
the past aecade are experiencing the essentially different from any other
If they cannot be intrusted
thrill of a new life, now that Statehood people.
and the prospect of a stable govern- with the simple helps which other nament have reassured outside capital. tions have found in the work of the
But after all, mining is only a minor Salvation Army, no clearer proof can
be
that Russia's ills are
industry when compared with agricul- due forthcoming
solely to Russia's officials, and to
ture and horticulture. The government is today building in the Rio the Russian form of government.
Grande Valley Irrigation works that
CLUBS.
are to cost eight million dollars and
that will reclaim 200,000 acres. It has The announcement of a representacompleted great projects on the Rio tive business man in St. Louis, to the
Hondo and on the lower Pecos In effect that he meant to
give up all his
Eddy
county. Private capital is club affiliations and devote himself
spending $10,000,000 on irrigation "strictly to business," as the saying
works on the San Juan, the Las Ani- - is, may cause a good deal of reflection
GROWING IN WEALTH.
Under .the above title, the Los Angeles Times, which last Sunday gave
a page to advertising New Mexico,
edition of this week,
in its
again gave extended space to New
Mexico and Its prospects, just as the
Denver Republican, in its annual number this week, gave the new state an
both the Los Angeextensive send-oft- ,
les Times and the Republican articles
being written by the editor of the
New Mexican and the pictures furnish
ed by H. B. Hening of the Bureau of
Immigration, who has also word from
Mioroeau Hargar of the Outlook, who
was here during the Constitutional
Convention, that Hargar is preparing
Mid-Wint- er

half-millio- n

Ros-we-

one-thir-

e

being-prepare-

d

ll

among other representative business!
I
men.
The club is almost the only recreation within the reach of the average
man in the city.
It does not matter
greatly what kind of a club it is, so
long as it is a place where congenial
The home life is a thing to be treasured and jealously guarded, of course;
but there is also the community life,
which is no small thing itself. A man
speedily loses means of comparison
when he shuts himself off from the
affairs even the social
affairs of
other men.
This is one of the advantages of living in the great "Melting Pot," as the United States has
been called.
Each life is a sermon
from an original text, here in Ameri
ca; ana in every sermon there are
ideas and ideals which are worth con
sidering.
It Is to be hoped that the habit of
affiliating with the clubs will not become unpopular.
Late hours are as
bad today as they were in Benjamin
Franklin's time.
The candle cannot
be burned at both ends.
Still, the
man who cannot find time occasional
ly for a little "mixing" will be the
loser, and so will the community.

TARIFF TINKERING.
The Democrats have resumed tariff
tinkering. The steel and iron schedules are to be reduced 35 per cent,
although it is a well known fact that
the prosperity and supremacy of the
manufacturing industries of the United States depend upon the steel industry; it is the barometer of Uncle
Sam's
the
Similarly,
prosperity.
tinkering with the wool tariff continues, although the Tariff Board has
made it clear that it is not the price
of raw wool that makes clothing dear,
but the middleman who must charge
a high per centage because of the
many bad debts of people who believe
in wearing good clothes but fail to
pay for them. Says the Tariff Board
in its report which both Republicans
and Democrats acknowledge
is exhaustive and authoritative:
r
"The
receives for the
wool in a suit that wholesales for
$16.50 and retails for $23, only, $2.23,
and his profit is 6S cents; the manufacturer of cloth receives for his
product $4.78, and his profit is 23
cents; the wholesale clothing dealer
receives for his product $16.50, and
his profit is $2.18; the retail clothing
dealer receives $23, and his profit is
$6.50. The figures are aggregate."

DR. SUN YAT SEN

ISSUES

FOREIGN

MANIFESTO.

(By Special Leased Wre to New Mexican)
Shanghai, Jan. 5. Dr. Sun Yat Sen,
provisional president of the Chinese
republic today issued a manifesto to
the foreign powers in which he explains the public aims and policies of
the republicans in China.
He says

that the present situation has been
forced on China by Manchu misrule,
which was incapable of remedy without revolution.
"We now proclaim," he continued,
"the resultant overthrow of the des
potic government and the establish

ment of a republic."
The manifesto sets forth in detail
the wrongs of the Chinese people and
promises strict adherence to all treat
ies, obligations and concessions un
dertaken by the Chinese 'government.
It asks the aid of foreign nations,
"for the consummation of the plans
which they have so long been vainly
urging on the people of our county.
ENTRIES FOR HORSE RACES
AT JUAREZ TOMORROW.
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Juarez, Mex., Jan. 5. Entries for

tomorrow:
First race selling one
mils. San Bernito 99, Rake, X Eye
White, X Sabado, Travis Eddleman,
101; Ben Uncas, Weymouth, Sir Ire.
nus, 104, Barney Oldfield, Gunston,
Wicket, 106, Oscuro, 108, Kiddy Lee,
109, Keep Moving, 111; Charles Green,
X

t,

mid-wint-
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ernment's fourth witness.
"Are you familiar with the business
of the National Packing Company?"
asked District Attorney James H.
Wilkerson.

erns. Market steady. Native steers
5.258.25; Southern steers 4.756.25;
southern cows and heifers 3.004.75;
nati've cowis and heifers 2.757.00;
stackers and feeders 4.006.00; bulls
"Only with the office and account3.255.25; calces 4.258.00; western
ing end of the business replied Colby, steers
western cows 3.00
who then gave a list of the subsidiary 5.00. 4.755.00;
Companies operated by the National
Hogs receipts 8,000; marget strong
Packing Company as follows:
to 5c higher. Bulk of sales 5.856.1o;
G. H. Hammond & Co., Hammond
heavy 6.106.20; packers and butchProvi- ers
Packing Co.,
6.006.20; lights 5.606.10; pigs
sion Co., Omaha Packing Co., United 4.005.25.
Dressed Eeef Co., St. Louis Dressed
Sheep receipts 4000. Market steady
Beef and Provision Co., New York muttons
3.254.25; lambs 4.756.40;
Butchers Dressed Beef Co., Western fed wethers and yearlings 3.505.25;
Packing Co., Colorado Packing Co., fed ewes 2.754.00.
Ruddy Bros., Plnnkington Packing
Co., Smith Bros., Handy Bros.
Chicago.
Mr. Wilkerson introduced in evid
Chicago, 111., Jan. 5. Cattle, receipts
ence the minutes of the first meeting 3,000; market steady. Beeves 4.7o
of the National Packing Company, 8.50; Texas steers 4.25 5.80; western
held March 18, 1903, in Jersey City.
steers 4.306.60; stackers and feeders
The minutes recited that after the
3.255.70; cows and heifers 2.006.-40- ;
three incorporators had formed the
calves 5.508.50.
National Packing Company, Kenneth
Hogs receipts 21,000; market slow,
McLaren retired as president and 5e
higher; light 5.856.20; mixed 5.90
Louis B. Daily and W. H. Mitchell
6.30; heavy 5.906.30; Tough 5.90
as directors, these officers 6.05; good to choice
heavy 6.056.30;
being chosen: President, Jesse P. pigs 5.005.85; bulk of sales 6.05(i.-25- .
Lyman;
secretary and treasurer,
James D. Standish; Directors: J.
market
Sheep
receipts 10,000;
Armour, G. F. Swift, Edward Mor steady to
stnng.. Native 2.754.60;
P.
A.
Arthur
ris,
Valentine,
Meeker, western 3.254.65;
yearlings 4.65
Edward Tilden, A. H. Veeder, Thomas 5.G0; lambs native
western
4.256.50;
E. Wilson, Jesse P, Lyman, James D. 4.756.65.
Standish and Kenneta McLaren. Later
Anglo-America- n

Og-de- n

Try a New Mexican want ad.

result,

TO

CHINESE

i

FIRST

The present movement in China for
the abolition of the queue is encouraging the statisticians to show the
Chinese what a saving it will be to
them. It seems the combing and
braiding of the queue takes every day
fifteen minutes of the best hours of
every man in China, and perhaps
twice that much of the barber's time.
Although time is cheap in China, it is
worth on the average at least 5 pence
a day, and so every man's queue costs
him about a half penny a day.. Multiply this by the number of males above
15 In the country say 100,000,000
and by the number of days in the
73,000,000.
year, and you get about
Besides this cash value of time saved
the actual cost of the material used
must also be taken into account. A
moderte estimate of the sum spent
on
every year by each individual
queue cords, etc., is
4,000,000 per
annum for the whole country. It is
also reckoned that the queue shortens the life of a man's coat or gown
and another
4,
by about
000,000 would be saved on this head.
There would be other economies, too;
but these alone would mean a saving
of
81,000.000 a year. It seems the
wearing of the queue is quite a modern thing. It was insisted on In 1644
by the Manchu conquerors, and was
resisted to the death by many Chinese
patriot)!- - Just as many now, probably,
would resist its abolition.

Cotton.

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign . exchange., and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are. given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
money-transmitti-

R.

J.

J.

President.

PALEN,

B. READ,

ng

Cashier.
Assistant

F. McKANE,

L. A. HUGHES,

one-tent-

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Cashier.

4

How About That Fire Insurance? j

UP TO SANTA TO MAKE GOOD
One Cleveland Youngster Is Out Thii
Year With a Demand to Be
"Shown."

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

David Monroe, son of A. F. Mon
roe, of Lakewood, fails to enthjse
when his young playmates speculate
upon some such mode of conduct a&
shall insure a visit, come Christmas,
ot Santa Claus. He is not exactly
sophisticated, but his illusions anenf
the German saint have been rudely
dispelled.
Giving vent to his disappointment,
last year, over what to his childish
mind seemed a slight in the number of
his presents, his father handed him a
bright
bidding him put it
In his stocking and
await results.
"Maybe he'll come back," was his advice.
In the morning David found, in
place of the coin, two peanuts. Which
was not calculated to restore his dis-

Think About It !

--

Then Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
SANTA FE, N. M.

GENERAL AGENTS.

half-dolla- r,

AT COST

COATS AND
FOR

LADIES, MISSES AND CHILDREN,

appointment.

"Pop," he asked, "what do you suppose became of that half dollar?"
"Why," said the elder Monroe,
shamelessly, "I suppose Santa took

New and

te.

ALSO LADIES' SUITS.

it"

"Huh!" replied the kid. "Half a
dollar for two peanuts! No wonder
Raymond Stotter says Santa Claus is
an old fraud!"
It's up to Santa to redeem himself
this year. Cleveland Leader.

s

ADOLF

SEL1GMAN

DRY

GOODS

THE PALACE

CO.:

Ty Cobb's Correspondence.
AND "
Ty Cobb, Detroit's star player, gets
as much mail every day as a member of congress, according to the
Popular Magazine. Letters come to
him from girls who admire his
Now Under the Same Management.
style
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
of beauty, from boys who study his
style of batting, and from seasoned
"fans." If he attempted to answer The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Room
them all his hatting arm would soon
Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
'en suit with private
be a wreck.
One morning, in Chicago, he was
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
examining his mail. Out of the
communications before him he
took one.
"This letter," he said, "is the only
one that gets a rise out of me. I'm
going to write to this old fellow."
He passed the letter to a friend,
who read:
&
"Dere Marster Cobb How you kum-l- n
'long? My rispecks to Madom
Hot & Cold Baths.
Electric Lights
Furnished rooms in connection.
Cobb. Pleas, sir, rite me a line. Dese
niggers down here in Misislpi says I 222 San Francisco Street
G. LUPE HERRERA, Prop
::
::
don't know you and I wants to show
dem yore letter. Yores rispeckful,
BEN JACKSON."
com- bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
New
Mexican
Printing
pany has prepared civil and criminal Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Cods
dockets especially for the use of Jus- Pleadings.
For New Parliament Building.
the two for $10.
$6;
The contract has been let for an ad- tices of the peace. They are especial- Adapted te New Mexico Code, Laws
dition to the British parliament build- ly ruled, with printed headings, in of New Mexico, ;8S9, 1SD1 and 1903,
ing at Victoria, to cost $1,000,000, prac- either Spanish or English, made of English and Spanish pamphlets. $2.26;
tically doubling the size of the build- good record paper, strongly and dur tull leather $3.
Sheriff's
Flexible
ing. Work is to be commenced im- ably bound, with leather back and Cover Pock.t Dockets, single, $1.25;
mediately and rushed with all Dossihle covers and canvas sides, ball fuB two or mere books, $1 each.
New
speed, as the present offices are so Index in front and the fees of Justices
Bupreme Court Reports, Nos,
of
the
and
constables
peace
printed t and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each. Com
congested tnat clerks and officers are
badly cramped to carry on th details ia full on the Srat page. The pages iriiation
Corporation Lavs, 75 e. Com
of the provincial government.
The Combined Civil and Crlirifc.--J .. 4.0C
Moaey's
inches. These books are pllation Mining Laws, K0 c
Duiwing is to be erected of British are 10
rigest of New Mexico F sports. fuU
Columbia stone, same as original made up in civil and criminal dockets,
structure, and be fully up to all mod- separate of 39 pages each, or with sheen. $fi.68: full Hat school blanks.
ern improvements. It is expected that both elvil and criminal bound In on
Try a New Mexican Want Ad, It
when the building is completed and book, 80 pases civil and 320 pagAt brings results.
furnished and the grounds laid out criminal. To introduce them they are
In landscape
the total outlay may offered at the following prices
92.7E
reach $1,250,000 and that British Co- Civil or Criminal
lumbia will have the finest parliament
For 45 cents actional for a singlt
buildings in Canada.
docket, or 55 cents additional for a Makes Men's Fine
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash 1b
No Chance for a Poor Man.
full must accompany
order. , State
"I tell you it's getting mighty hard
.or Spaniel
whether
plainly
English
for a man on a salary to make ends
SHOE MANUFACTURERS
is wanted.
beading
printed
1
meet. I don't know where I'm going
to get the money to pay for my coal
Notice for Publication.

OTELS

THE MONTEZUMA
bath.

Proprietor

60-o-

Coronado Restaurant

Short Orders run Day

Night.

Regular Meals 25c.

GRIFFITH

Dress Shoes
J

this fall."

"You told me a couple of weeks ago
Department of the Interior,
that you had $75 saved up for It"
U. S..Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
"Yes, but I had to1 use the money
December 9, 1911.
for my wife's winter hat and my tickNotice is hereby given that
ets to tie
ball games."

Vir-glni- o

post-seaso- n

Quintana, of Rowe, N. M., who,

on June 11, 1907,
A Great Man.

New York, Jan. 5. Cotton
"Ever read Victor Hugo's descripspot
closed quiet; Middling uplands 9.35; tion of the battle of Waterloo?"
"You bet. That fellow Dut
Middling gulf 9.60. Sales 200 bales.
thuslasm into his work. Were he alive
Let Him Know It IT you are out o! today he'd make a crackeriack base.
;
a position, you must let the employer bal writer."
know it. A waDt advertisement in the
New Mexican will reach every feast
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS.
ness and professional man in the city
give satisfaction because they
always
and county and a great many in the
territory. If yon have any special tal always do the work. J. TV Shetaut,
Bremen, Ga,, says: "I have used Foley
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
Are You a. SellerT An advertise
ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate
on (he market effectively. It will pot
the facts ot your property before th'
eyes ot all possible buyeit,

BANK I

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

113.

wool-growe-

brings

COSTLY

QUEUE
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.

How Much Money
Explains Public Aims and Policies of Figures Show
Would Be Saved If It Should
Revolutionists and Republicans
Be Abolished.
in China.

Second race selling, seven furlongs.
Judge Cabiniss, Rampant, Rose
worth, 103, Tiflis, 106, Zulu, Black- mate, 108, Onatassa, 111.
Third race, selling one mile. X
Nannie McDee, 93, Thistle Rose,
Lawn, 98, Sam Conner, Booger Battle,
Sleepland, 100, Brack Bonta, Dudo,
Robert, Jack Wainwright, 103.
Fourth race, selling seven furlongs.
Bcb Farley, Tim Judge, 105, Sona, Flying Footsteps, Little Jane, 106, L. M
Reckert, Juan, Fred Mulholland, 108,
Woolwinder, 111.
Fifth race, selling six furlongs. X"
Serenade, 101, Heretic, Mamac 105,
Acquia, Emma G., 106, Waner, Elder,
Braxton, John H. Sheehan,
Graraercy, Hancock, 108, Billy May- hue, Ilex Rosamo, 111.
Sixth race selling one mile. Maizie
Girl, 93, X Yankee Pooh, 95, Jim
X Judge Walton,
The
edition of the Los Cafferata, Miami, 100,
Chanticlor, Lena Lech, 101, Flying
Angeles Times, one of the biggest
102.
newspapers ever issued on the Pacific Feet,
X Apprentice allowance.
a
to
review
half
a page
Coast, gives
of New Mexico's growth and prosper
Last Sunday's edition also de
ity.
voted considerable space to an article
on New Mexico. With the coming of
Closing Quotations.
statehood, New Mexico will receive
New York, Jan. 5. Call money 2
much valuable advertising, but it
Prime paper 4 (S
Silver
must follow up this advantage, each
locality in a specific way, and the Bu- 55; Mexican dollars 46; Copper 14
Lead 4.40
reau of Immigration for the entire 11.10; Tin 43.12
commonwealth.
4.50; Amalgamated 661-8- ;
Sugar 115
Great North-ebid; Atchison 105
i New York Central 107;
127
BILLION DOLLAR BEEF
Northern Pacific 1181-4- ;
Reading
TRUST MERGER EXPLAINED. 1513-4- ;
110
Southern
Pacific
Union Pacific 170
Steel 67
pfd
Counsel in Trial of Chicago Packers
111.
Argues Over Admission of
Grain and Provisions.
Important Evidence,
Chicago, 111., Jan. 5. Wheat May
101
July 96.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
641-26Corn May
July
Chicago, 111., Jan. 5. Details of the
64
of
National
the
Packing
organization
481-4;
Oats May
July 49
Company, formed March IS, 1911, with
Pork May 16.271-2- .
a capital of $15,000,000 to operate the
Lard May 9.321-2- .
thirteen independent packing com
Ribs
May 8.521-2- .
Arthe
panies previously acquired by
mour, Swift and Morris interests, and
Lead and Spelter
the proposed "billion dollar" 'merger
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 5. Lead 4.32
were given the jury today in the
4.37
spelter G.30.
trial of the ten Chicago packers
Wool.
charged with conspiracy in restraint
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 5 Wool steady;
o;' trade.
and western mediums 16I??
The incorporators were given as territory
fine mediums 1517c; fine 10
ISc;
Louis B. Dailey, and Kenneth McLa15c
ren, officers of the Corporation Trust
N.
of
and
Company,
J.,
Jersey City,
Kansas City.
W. H. Mitchell.
Kansas
Mo., Jan. 5. Cattle
City,
Colby was called today as the gov
receipts 1,000, including 200 south-

Louis F. Swift succeeded A. H. Veeder,
as director.
The stock of the corporation was
held by Armour, Swift and Morris,
was
and in 1905, Edward Tilden
made president
District Attorney Wilkerson then
offered in evidence two ledgers containing records of director's meetings
of the National Packing Company from
March 27, 1903, to June 8, 1910, after
they had been identified by Colby.
Counso' for the defendants vigorously
objected to the introduction of this
evidence andi the jury was excused
while the attorneys argued the question.

1TB, IT.

made Homestead

Section
04507, No. 11611, for NE 1-10, Township 16 N, Range 13 E, Mer-

vnr PAIR HAS tmi
idian,' has filed notice of intention 5ur $4 Shoe Equals
to make final five year proof, to es- Jtber $5 Shoe Made Any
tablish claim to the land above deei88ure Griffith's
scribed, before register or receiver, WE WARRANT
THEM
U. S. Land office, at Santa Fe, N. M.
on 'he 16th day of January, 1912.
FINE and HEAVY MEN'S SHOES from
Claimant names as witnesses:
Crescendo Roibal of Rowe, N. M.
Manuel Garcia of Fulton, N. M.
Quintana of Rowe, N. M.
Victor Valencia of Rowe, N. M.
Boys' Shoes from $1.50

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Kidney Pills with great satisfaction.
and found more relief from their usq
Register.
than from any other kidney medicine,
and I've tried almost all kinds. I cam
Herewith are some bargains offered
cheerfully recommend them to all by the New Mexican PrintlnxCom.
sufferers for kidney and bladder trou- rnny: Code of Civil Procedure ot tie
ble." .... For sale by ail druggist
TsrriUry of Ntw Mexico, 1S7, shep

v

.

$2.50 up.

up..

, Call and see my line before

making your purchase

6. TONNIES,
204 West Palace Avenue.
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dian titles, whose headquarters are in rector of the School of American Ar- and Mrs. Doni-- I
Albuquerque, left the city last night chaeology in Santa
personal
zetta A. Wood, until recently Librarafter transacting business here.
Demo- ian in the School, were married.
A. A. Jones, the prominent
Mr.
of Las Vegas, returned and Mrs. Hewett started at once via.
cratic
leader
A SUGGESTION.
to his home last evening. He has Washington Ci- t- for Guatemala where
(From Judge)
the winter work of the School is in
been in the capital several day.
When the postman to my portal
Coal Oil Inspector Malaquias Mar- progress.
They will return in a few
Does a General Banking Business
Comes with dunning notes galore,
tinez of Taos, who came within 7:Sfi weeks to make their home in Santa
I'm not prone to shout and chortle;
votes, of being elected lieutenant gov- Fe.
On the other hand, I'm sore.
ernor, is a visitor in the capital.
Judge H. D. Terrell, an attorney at
A. D. Graham, district manager of Clovis, arrived in Santa Fe this after- the
This
of
shocks
painfulost
is.
Your Patronage Solicited
the Mountain States Telephone and noon and registered at the Montezuma.
'Twould relieve my mental ills
O. L. Owen, who was a candidate
Should they place on all mail boxes Telegraph Company, left the city last
night for his home in Albuquerque.
This injunction:
for corporation commissioner, arrived
B. LAUGHLIN, President
Henry Rivera, clerk of the school
H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
POST NO BILLS.
afternoon in tb capital from his
district of G'.orieta is in the city on this
W. E. GRIFFIN Asst. Cashier
home in Clovis. He is a guest at the
business
with
the county public Montezuma.
Miss Victoriana Ortega of Albuquerschool superintendent, John V. Conque, is a visitor in the city.
W. J. StehJe, the representative of
N. S. P. Gray of Pecos, is a late ar- way.
the Cudaliy Packing Company, is a
C.
Louis
the
Las
of
llfeld,
attorney
rival at the St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
e city and p guest at the
from visitor to
P. A. Findley, of Cimarron, a de- Vegas, and state senator-elec- t
San Miguel count', arrived in Santa Montezuma. Mr. Stehle's headquartEstablished 1856.
1903.
scended
of
Kit
Incorporated.
Carson, is a guest at Fe
last night. He is looking for quar- ers are in Albuquerque.
the Palace.
for himself and family.
ters
W. F. Reed, agent for an insurance
E. Jiron, newly elected county comCadet Bergere returned yesterday company, arrived today from Albu
missioner from Pojoaque, is a guest
afternoon from Santa Fe where he querque on one of his periodical via!, the Coronado.
has been for the past holiday season sits to Santa Fe.
a
Epimenio Romero,
ranchman near
his parents and other relavisiting
Peter Lienau, deputy territorial
Nambe, brought alfalfa to the
local
tives. Roswell Daily Record.
market yesterday.
superintendent and A. M.
Alexander Read, distric- attorney- returned today from a short busiHemeregildo Roybal and Vicente
the
for
left
last
his
elect,
city
night
ness visit to Denver.
Quintana of Jacona are in the city home
in Tierra Amarilla. Yesterday
transacting business.
Mr. Read purchased a house and will
G. A. Gutches, of the United States
remove here with his family in a few QUIETLY MARRIED AT
Indian service, registered last evenPRESBYTERIAN MANSE.
days.
ing at the Montezuma.
F. J. Bates, advance agent for "The
M. C. de Baca, the attorney of Las
Attorney J. II. Crist and Mrs. C. H.
Lion and the Mouse" Company,
a
Vegas, is a visitor in the city and a
of exceptional merit that will he Mayne were married last evening by
piay
guest at the Coronado.
seen at the Elks' theater January 12, Rev. B. Z. McCulIough at the Presby-trriaRamon Trujillo, a ranchman of Poin Santa Fe last night. He is
Manse, shortly after the arrival
arrived
joaque, is in town disposing of hyr
o' Mrs. Mayno from Denver.
stopping at the Montezuma.
and grain to the local merchants.
Mr. Crist, is a wellknown lawyer of
Loyd T. Walpole, an attorney of
H. S. Arnold returned from a busith:s
judicial district high in the counfor
Mountain
the
Denver,
acting
ness trip to Hodges. He will leave for
cils
of
the Democratic party of the
States
and
Com
Telephone
Telegraph
his ranch on the Pecos this afternoon.
pany, arrived in Santa Fe yesterday. state, at one time district attorney and
George W. Armijo, clerk of
the afternoon and registered at the Pal a member of the Constitutional Conprobate court, returned last night ace. He departed for his home this vention. Mrs. Crist, nee Mayne, is
from a short business trip to Espa-nolthe daughter of the late Sir Richard
evening.
Chief Justice William H. Pope did Francis Burton, the eminent explorer
H. S. Arnold, the well known cattle not
as he had and author, and is a niece of Chief
get away last
raiser of the Pecos, is in the ciiy on planned but will evening
leave
tonight for Justice Sir William Meredith of Canbusiness. He is stopping at the Coro- Roswell
arriving there tomorrow af- ada. She was the widow of Major C.
nado.
ternoon.
He will return with Mrs. H. Mayne of the British army who was
Miss Maud Hancock, a teacher in
and her sisters on Saturday, killed in action at the battle of Suion
Pcpe
the public schools here, returned last January 13.
Kop in the Boer War. Mrs. Mayne
evening from her homestead near
Manuel B. Baca, who was census and other officers' wives were nursing
in the army at the time, and after
Colonel E. W. Dobson, the attorney enumerator last year, and his family her husband's death she took
up nurfrom Santa Rosa and
have
arrived
Oi1
to
his home
Albuquerque, returned
will live in Santa Fe in the future, sing as a profession, graduating after
last evening after transacting legal Mr.
Baca having taken a position with three year course from Guy's Hosbusiness here.
SELIGMAN
GOMPAN
brother E. H. Baca in the O. K. pital, London. After coming to Canhis
H. P. Warner, a government engin-- j
ada, some years ago, Mrs. Mayne at
eer with headquarters in Albuquerque Barber Shop.
different times took post graduate
.1. A. Hardy,
represpecial
in
factory
the city, reluming
spent yesterady
P. O. Box, 219.
Phone 36
sentative for the Reo motor car com- courses in the various hospitals of
to his home last night.
ft
New York City. She is highly eduMrs. Valdez of Las Vegas, returned j pany, with headquarters at "alias, cated and an
experienced nurse and
C. S. Lovern, agent for
and
Texas,
home
t her
last evening. She was in
deems nursing the noblest calling of
same
a
who
the
conducts
company,
Santa Fe to attend the funeral of her
garage in Albuquerque, returned to all for women.
father, Manuel Sandoval.
Mr. and Mrs. Crist will occupy
their respective homes last night.
V. Quintana and Jose Quintana, of
Dean D. Clark and J. H. Graham, rooms adjoining the law offices of Mr.
Pojoaque arrived this morning, with
Crist in the Capital City Bank build- four large loads of alfalfa which special agents for the Mountain States ing.
and
Telephone
Company,
Telegraph
they sold in the local market.
whose headquarters are in El Taso,
J. A. Armstrong, the adjuster of In- ai rived in Santa Fe last night on business in connection with the local
telephone plant. They will be in the
Manicuring, Massaging, city several weeks.
Chiropody, Vacuum treatment.
Twenty from Roswell have sienified
Tuesday January 9th
their intention of going to the inauguDandruff, falling hair and baldness ral services at Santa Fe next month.
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads, Any others who wish to go should THE COMEDIAN WHO'S
removed. All notify Captain M. S. Murray at once.
jL facial lines, absolutely
ALWAYS GOOD
iKinas ot nair vjctk done.
The Santa Fe is giving a special rate

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TraTl

(

TRUST CO.

F--

The Richest, Finest
Tailored to Order

CAPITAL 850,000 00

TOY
AT

Ber-feer-

n

Must be Cleaned
Up to Make
Room for Reg
ular Stock.

::::::

i

i

I

'

j

ELK'S THEATRE

FOR RENT

Phone 5075

O. C. WATSON & CO.

i

'

Phone, Red 189.

BONDS,

ESTATE.

REAL
1

19 San

Francco

St ft

j

MRS. R. LOPEZ,
of one and
343 San Francisco St. turn dates.

H. S. KAUNE

8

Jfe

Qmfa

GO.

January Clearing Sale
BEGINNING TUESDAY,

AT

Ladies' Suits, Ladies', Misses' and Children's Coats
will be on sale at the GREATEST REDUCTIONS ever offered

X

fK
iff

vi

I

.

C. YONTZ,

J-- J,

License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

our

We

ap-

preciate your business
and endeavor at all times
to serve your best inter
U

ff

ft

ests, hoping that, by so
doing, we may be favor

ed with a continuance

P

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

thank

the past year.

of your patronage.

Street

MULLIGAN & RISING,

WE

liberal patronage during

Pay us a visit ere making your selection. Our prices are ,J
4
alwavs as low as the lowest.
.
r
Reliable Jeweler

to

TIME

many friends for their

THE GIFT STORE
EVERY ARTICLE OF OUR LARGE
AND COMPLETE STOCK ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON

THIS

desire

in Santa Fe. This sale will continue one week only. We expect to close out this entire stock, making room for NEW
SPRING GOODS, and ask those who want anything in this
line to come early and make first selections.
Francisco St.,
JULIUS H. GERDES, San Santa
Fe, New Mex.

$w

Saving of $5 to $10
per Suit or Overcoat

e

HERE ARE JUST A FEW RANDOM

SAMPLES

fiincy woolons aurt worst m1s guaranteed all purr wool
Miibnw:inKtbe new coppt'i browns the flemish givys, the
Kohiwi oaks, the unmet, blues and pur pies- - in iotn winter
and aiumuer weights tailored to yo ur order and
guaranteed to tit- and please in every respect
or money back

47

$15.00

exclusive royal cloth coneeit.8 In staple
sparkling,
lively and intermediate weaves including pino checks, pencil stripes
silk studded serges, rough and utilinish textures for overcoats or sack
suit weur and built wit h the very Unest of internal

70

$17.50

construction and trimming

of the smartest innovations in woolen nmsternlf res to he seen anywhere
if t lie very patterns yon have a iniirert on the barks ot men who
patronize &i0 ami fT.l New York ami I'hicni'o local tailors a most
to
complete ranire of suits nnct overcoats, - tailored
order to the hiKhest Royal Tailor duality

53

$22.50

matter even if you have a dozen suits naming up in
clothes
closet no matter if you had not intended to
your
for
months DON'T miss this great money-savin- g
buy again
opportunity. If you need simply buy a suit now to hang for
six months until you need it the money you save will pay
you 25 to 100 per cent, on your investment.
And mind you, there are as many Spring weights in this
sale at Fall weightsyou can order your Easter suit NOW
and save from $5.00 to $10.00 on it.
No

W. N. TOWNSEND & COMPANY
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C

I

1

ARRETS AND RUGS ARE A DELIGHT,
VEC

ilj,

A

n

MEf EITV

mlvljjiii,

IM
111

WIMTCU
TTiniuiY

H.

S. KAUNE & CO.

Staple and Fancy Groceries

fare with good reRoswell Morning News.
Roswell
Miller, one of the most
widely known railroad men ia the
United States, and chairman of the
executive board of the Chicago Milwaukee and St. Paul
railroad, acby his family
companied
passed
through Lamy yesterday afternon en
route from- Los Angeles to New York.
Mr. MiMer and his party traveled in
the magnificent private car Saint Paul.
He refused to make any statement or
answer any questions on the plea of
not being out on business merely
pleasure.
General Manager H. A. Coomer of
the New Mexico Central, was a southMr. and
bound passenger yesterday.
Mrs. L. C. Hanlon came in from Santa Fe yesterday where they have been
spending the holidays. Miss Maude
Hancock left last evening for Santa
Fe to resume her duties as teacher in
the public schools. Charles Meyer
went to Santa Fe yesterday to resume
his studies at St. Michael's college, after having spent the holidays at
home. Augus McGillivray came in
yesterday from Santa Fe. Estancia
News.
Dr. George L. Cole, the noted lecturer and archaeologist, with headquarters in Chicago, and a resident of
Santa Fe some ten years ago, stopped
over between trains, on business and
to renew acquaintances among friends
in this city. Dr. Cole is en route to
northeastern Arizona where he will
excavations
make some additional
and explorations of the
ruins located there, and also take
some photos for use on the lecture
Dr. Cole's lectures are in
platform.
great demand by Chautauqua assemblies and colleges, and with the lectures he exhibits relics taken from
the Pajarito, Los Frijoles, Puye and
other cliff dwelling ruins near Santa
Fe.
one-fift- h

BILLY

E

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

JAMES C. McCONVERY,
Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.

MUSICAL COMEDY

i

At six o'clock
Saturday,
December 30, at the residence of the
bride's uncle, Mr. M. E. Fisher in Red
Oaks, Iowa, Mr. Edgar L. Hewett, Di- -

THE GIRL,
THE MAN
& THE GAME?
35 Clever
1000

A

People 80 per cent Girls

Hearty Laughs
TONEFUL

18

SONGS

NOT CLUSHES

CATCHY

18

HITS

Carload Special Scenery and
Handsome Costumes

SPECIAL

COMPANY.

Li CLIFFORD

THE MERRIEST

Hewett-Woo-

p. m. on

UNDERTAKING

AFTER HOLIDAY

PRICES

415 Palace Avenue.

Phone, Black 204.

List Your Property
With Us.
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty k Insurance Agency
Phone

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

Black No. 52

$1.50 $1.00 75c.
Seats on Sale 5AT. JAN. 6th at
Fischers Drug Store.
Be Wise Get Yours Early

Carriage, Automobile,
AND

SIG N
PAINTING

Mirror Silvering

SATISFACTION

EhnndgBrna?saSS

GUARANTEED

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE,

FLOWERS
THE

CLARENDON GARDEN

One Block East From the Old San Miguel Church

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.

Phone Black 12.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
SugglM and taddl

For hire at popular pr)
CGKIICK'S

HACK

JUNE

:

honm.

THEODORE CCIRICK,

Phn llaek 12.

305 San Francisco Street.

on

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

n:

-

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the
Light?
rooms are
Our
THE
and
display
saves
are using it. It
it right where
your light
pay for,

EYES.
open for your
SAVES
bill
on
you
by having
Get away from
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right.
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get. Z
You

I

on

3.
ST

(3

;

We have a splendid new assortment of Axminster and Wilton
Rugs which will give your home an air of comfort that cannot
be had in any other way. See also our selection of Bird's Eye
Maple Puiniture and beautiful Circassian Walnut Bedroom
Suits, which every housewife should see before purchasing
any more furniture. We have also some fine Pope-SlossChinaware which you will need for your Christmas dinner and
parties. And the price will be right, too.

IN

c

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS
Q- -

I

j

FURNISHED HOUSES

SURETY

at a Clear

Clothes

'

--

j

WANTED

INSURANCE,

--

It isn't posible in this space to even suf-- f
est the hundreds upon hundreds of magnificent bargains waiting for you at this
stnre-t- he
imported and domestic weaves
of rarest and most Anginal textures, the
fancy and staple worsted and homespuns,
the vicunas, vide wales, silk intersperses
Scotch plaids--thcassimeres. cheviots,
herringbones and serges and staple in all
VERY
the latest coloring and shades-YO- IR
IDEAL for a new suit or overcoat is waiting for you here.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.

o

Pray.
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ma donna of international reputation.
Miss Ida May, and the daintiest little
soubrette of the past year on BroadI I II
S I I
way, Mi.,8 Mae Collins. Jack Trainor
will take care of the opposite side
of the comedy, 'while Bud Braman and
Edward Clifford and a host of others
Wanted A girl for general house
A Merry Musical Comedy Here Next which, will serve to delight the patrons will assist in the
work. Address X, New Mexican.
of this popular playhouse on Tuesday,
Tuesday.
There are eighteen songs of the kind
s
9th.
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
FOR RENT One
and one
that linger in your memory for a long
One of the brightest offerings of the January
furnished house.
of the prettiest pieces
and
one
Apply D.
time,
Elks
is
a
1912
at
of
the
The
season
very
clever,
play
theatrical
sparkling,
In effect Sopt. 1st 1910
(Read Up)
(Read Down)
PROBLEM Lowitzki.
SEWAGE
theatre will be that of Billy "Single" musical farce, such as is very seldom of stage dancing seen in late days, SOLVES
20
1
STATIONS
19
Miles
Clifford
"The
Waltz."
inDreamy
Ti'mes
seen
from.
Clifford and his excellent company,
very far away
FOR SALE Range with water con
ami
pm
Taken as a whole it will afford two German Scientists by Chemical Treatcluding the girliest girlie Beauty Cho- Square and the bright lights of Broad4 00
0
I 7 30
Ly.. Dea Moines. N. r
ment Convert Matter to Use for
nections. Inquire at Butt's Drug
3 50
us in the merriest musical feast, way. Next in importance to Billy hours solid fun and enjoyment that
..
4
Kumaldo
7 to
Profitable Farming.
store.
3 30
11
06
Dedman
The Girl, The Man and The Game," Clifford in the cast, Is that clever pri is good for one's tired feeling.
3 16
16'
Oapulln
g 20
WANTED Good milk cows. The
3 05
20
VIdl
a 35
The Germans are a remarkable peo- Bishop's ranch dairy. Phone Black
2 45
60
25
Thomp-ir.9 10
2
25
31
('uniilnstbinn
ple. They produce great poets and 230.
1 55
9 35
42
....OHfton HouseN.M
1 SO
musicians,
T.v
Ar
49
metaphysicians whose
.10 00
Raton, N. M.
FOR SALE One good upright
works cannot be understood by their
0
Ar 10 15
2 30
,Lv
Raton, ti.M
in excellent
7
9 49
condition; a
2 47
Clifton House N M.
piano
scientists.
own countrymen and great
Call up black S2, or ad9 32
8 07
4t
gPreston
Even more fortunate are they in hav big bargain.
8 55
55
45
Koefaler Junction.
dress box 375 S nta Fe.
9 06
ing men trained to adopt the theories
2
3 35
Koehler,.
of science and apply them with scien
on Paragon
8 20
FOR SALE Text-boo68
liOoKax
4 15
8 02
0MT090S0
76
4 43
tific skill and decided gain in the in- Shorthand.
Learned in one week.
7 46
Ar
82
Lv
Olnrarron
5 00
terest of the community.
Writers in government employ. Can
6 35
5 10
Lv
Ar a m
Cimarron
6 27
Nasli
n
5 18
Price
Sewage, for instance, which is a be learned without a teacher.
6 17
5 2S
Harlan
i
source of expense in most countries
94
reasonable. Address, H. M., P. 0. Box
6 00
Ut9 Park, N.M...LV
6 45
Ar
pm
and an unpleasant problem in man-y- 313, City.
(3t)
is subjected by them to chemical
43
jOonnects at Colfax with K. P. A S. W. Ky, train both North' and Soutb.2E- 'treatment and made so free from any
SStaae for Van Honten N, Xf . meet' trains at Preston N.tM.1
ROOMS FOR RENT One, three,
fltane leaves Pte Park. N, M for KUzufoethtown, N. M., at 9:00 j. m. dally except
suspicion of smell or harm that it can or five nice, new, comfortable rooms
uu
one
J3.59
way
be used for profitable farming.
trip; fifty pound baggnze carried free.
QHdsys, Fare Si
for rent at 237 Washington avenue.
O. A 3. train leaves Dea Melius, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from th
In this way has Berlin utilized its
Large, handsome dining room, excep
tb at 4:38 a. tp
sewage ana made gooa come irom
tionally nice and well suited for
for
land
with
that
result
the
evil,
VAN
M.
F.
J.
E, G. DEDMAN,
WILLIAMS,
HOUTEN,
hoarders.
has
and
unproductive
V. P. & G. M..
G. P. Agent,
merly barren
Superintendent.
with
become fertile and flourishing
TYPEWRITERS.
fruits and vegetables.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
This particular agricultural tract
feeds 12,000 cows, the milk from platens furnished. Ribbons and supTypewriters sold, exchanged
which is largely used in the city hos plies.
pitals, and, like the fruit and vege an? rented. Standard makes handled.
AU repair work and typewrites guartables raised, finds a ready market.
is said that already handsome anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter ExIt
To EI Paso Bisbee, Douglass
ft 1
profits have been realized by those change. Phone 231.
and all points in New Mexico,
who have farmed on this municipal
Arizona, Mexico and to thePacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
area, which, unlike most agricultural
LADY WANTED To introduce our
CENTRAL to Torrance thence
land in Europe, is irrigated.
very complete Spring line of beautiful
wool suitings, wash fabrics, fancy
SYSTEM IN PARK BUILDING waistings, silks, etc., hdkfs, laces and
petticoats. All up to date N. Y. City
Well Patterns. Finest line on the oiarket.
Few Cities Have
Dealing direct with the mills you will
Developed System of Public
find our prices low. Profits $10.00 to
Parks.
OR
$30.00 weekly. Samples and full insIf a city is to have parks, a careful tructions packed in a neat sample
study of the problem will convince case shipped express prepaid. No
any student of municipal development money required. Exclusive territory.
that the parks should be acquired in Write for particulars. Be first to apaccordance with a general system, ply. Standard Dress Goods Co., Desk
Many cities have one or more parks 605. Binghamton, N. Y.,
in which their citizens
may justly
take pride, but comparatively few of
these cities have what can properly
PROFESSIONAL
For rates andjf ullinformationjaddress
be called a comprehensive,
of
and
system
a- &
Aent,
parks, a system which will compare
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
El Paso Texas
favorably as to completeness with, for
of
schools,
public
instance, the system
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
or the system of fire protection and
Attorneys-nt-Laother principal departments of the
Practice in toe Distri t Court a
city government. The backwardness
of municipal ' park systems is not so well as before the Supreme Court
much due to lack of public intelli- the territory.
New Mexico,
gence and public spirit, as to a de- Las Cruces,
fective development of the love of
with a
E. C. ABBOTT
beauty, as compared
Attorney-at-Ladeveloped appreciation of practical,
utilitarian progress. It not infrequent
Practice in the District and Su
ly happens that the sections of a city preme Courts.
New-Year-s
Prompt and careful
in which the population is most dense attention given to all business.
qame ? .
EAriY Waltz
of
need
and most in
play Banta Fe,
squares,
New Mexice
grounds and local parks, are almost
bewholly devoid of these advantages
G. W. PRICHARD
cause no
system has
DANCE As executed by Billy Clifford (single! and dainty Mae Collins in the merry musical comedy, "The Girl,
and Counsellor at Law
Attorney
out
while
carried
and
been
devised
The Man and the Game." Elks theatre, Tuesday, January 9th, 1912.
Practice in all the District Court
js: j
land was sufficiently cheap and comparatively unoccupied so that now nd gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
the expense is prohibitory.
disbursements, $18,585.86;
$29,173.80;
IMPORTANT REAL ESTATE
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fa N. M.
PUBLISHES RATE OF
receipts,
DEALS NEAR CARLSBAD.
Otero, balance, $17,699.27;
A City's Flower Farm.
OFFICIAL NOTES
$4,156.63;
disbursements,
$38,995.50;
C. W. Q. WARD
San Diego, Cal., is the only city ln
Luna, balance, $47,132.33;
receipts,
Member of Legislature Sells His 80
Territorial District Attorn y
flowa
has
the
that
municipal
country
$35,917.74;
disbursements, $10,622.24;
Acre Farm for $16,000 Town
er farm started with the aim of pro- For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Lincoln, balance, $44,000.25; receipts,
Property Also Sold.
New Mexico.
Treasurer's Receipts.
viding floral and horticultural exhibits Las Vegas,
$6,849.90;
disbursements,
InternationThe following sums of money were $1,271.00;
for the Panama-Californi-a
receipt, al exposition in 1915. The city offHARRY D. MOULTON
Carlsbad, N. M., Jan. 5. The Carls received yesterday in the office of the Colfax, balance, $43,641.74;
$9,550.16;
disbursements,
$27,000.88;
bad project wound up the old year treasurer of the Territory, R. J.
the farm.
icials, who are promoting
or
several important property deals len: Thomas P. Gable, game and fish Rio Arriba, balance $43,392.69; re found they could save hundreds
Attorney-at-Laon Saturday.
Caesar Grandi bought warden, on account of game protection ceipts, $6,111.42; disbursements, $1,. thousands of dollars by utilizing the
SELLING
905.02; Dona Ana, balance $39,623.73;
the farm of W. O. Roby six miles south fund, $237.50; Charles D. Miller,
1,700 acre tract in Balboa Park to
about $100 an acre all cash, in ritorial engineer, on account of hydro-al- l receipts, $3,403.17; disbursements
grow flowers, and it is expected many
The Grandi family came graphic survey fund, $245.90.
Guadalupe, balance, $39,578.-03- ; millions of plants will be ready in two
$6,000.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Dec. 23, 24, 25, 30 and 31,1911; also
1, 1912
here about twenty years ago and pros-- .
Manzano Forest,
receipts, $22,170.80; disbursements years.
Formerly Special Agont, G. L, O.
The farm already has 1,000,000 gera Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
pered. But about four years ago the
Word has been recelved c( tne $5,602.17; Eddy, balance, $38,949.42;
disbursements niums, as many red roses, white roses
call of the fatherland came and they ljmit get by the secretary of agricul-sol- receipts, $26,148.96;
the farm near Loving and return- - ture on the amount of stock wnicn can $7,571.52; Union, balance, $36,891.01; and 20 acres of California golden pop Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley
ed to Italy. Ine old home looked b crazed on the Manzano forest and receipts, $21,007.76;
disbursements, pies. It has 100,000 palm trees. The
EASLEY & EASLPY.
the
become
has
setnark conseauently
good and they bought a place and
o other improvements approved for $2,849.43; Mora, balance, $31,609.26;
Attorneys at Law.
in colors and flowers
tied down to enjoy the sunny Italy. the coming year.
in the courts ana before
Practice
There will be a receipts, $20,626.58; disbursements, most beautiful and
tourthousands of
uul sunny jew Mexico, auer tne nrst maximum o( 4fi nrm sheeD. 2.800 cat- $5,691.22; McKinley, balance, $30,270.-56- ; in the country
Land
Department
several
pleasure of home coming wore off, tle and horses and 500 hogs alowd
Land grants and titles examined.
receipts, $20,008.87; disbursements ists who have been passing
called them back. Again they sold ou tne forest during the grazing sea. $1,406.78; Sandoval, balance, $30,127.-99-; months in the west made it a point Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Etta a
flow'
to
see
the
to
San
visit
Diego just
and got back to Pecos valley in time gon A fee of 30 C6nts for cattle 35
receipts, $9,870.86; disbursements,
da, N. M.
to eat their Thanksgiving turkey.
fn.
ln ..ntc fnr sWn Ji.sin.ss- - Taos, balance. S29.326.31: er farm.
They knew the country and took time and 20 cents or hogg wm permlt one receipts, $4,376.45;
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
disbursements,
to select a farm to suit and closed a animal of tTiat
Expert Legal Opinion.
to feed on $1,452.10; Sierra, balance, $26,677.25;
Attorneys-at-LaNEW
MEXICO.
description
ROSWELL,
of
Mr.
with
the
deal
times,
To Illustrate the trend
n
Roby late Saturday.
forest or tne year An additi0nal receipts, $9,329.82; disbursements,
Practice in ail the Courts and Be
the
the same day Dr. F. F. Doepp fall grazing season is
says the San Francisco Call: Up to fore the Interior Department
"The Wst Point of the Southwest"
for 820.04;
$28,092.64;
Curry, balance,
sold his finely improved farm of 80 hogs when thJ oak mastprovided
Ranked by United States War DeNew Mexico.
is ripe The recerpts $15,631.34;
disbursements the poet's corner in the Flood buildTaos,
acres just south of town to li. D.
ing yesterday they were discussing
cents per hog. The $2,607.94; Roosevelt, balance,
partment as "Distinguished Institujor tbjg jg
- jee
acan
of
of
for
$16,formulating
Kans.,
the
Wichita,
'""ft?'''
impossibility
H. I ORTIZ.
tion." Arm officers detailed by Wai
forst is now divided into too dist- - 843.04- - receipts, $10,049.49; dlsburse-00- ceDtable
This is an ideal farm with good tricts north and south and suMivld.
rhyme with "Southern Pa
and CounseTlor-at-Labaiattce
Attorney
253,6g
Department
mentg
$3
Torrance(
law
to
l
Hubthe
cific." "Why not pass it up
buidhngsand all in a alfa Mr.
fl ,nt0 13 divisions.
before all the courts ja
A ranger is in
Practicing
Through Academic course, preparnl,45l.99; dis- - department?"
suggested one of the the Territory.
of each district, and a forest UsemenU, $,907.32; San Juan, bal- ing young men for college or business
group. "They have the reputation of Santa Fe
New Mexlee
t" suard or patrolman of each division. ance $i9,6i7.S9: receipts, $13,379.80;
life. Great amount of open air work.
Vr..uu'.J
So it duly was
solving anything."
dairying. Mr. Hubbard is an
for the
preserva- disbursements, $2,733.86.
Plans
Healthiest location of any Military
an
"for
a
with
of the kind that will make
request
farmer
passed a'ong
PROBERT & COMPANY
tion of all springs are being made.
School in the Union. Located in the
In a little while the doc
the Carlsbad project prosper.
opinion."
scheme is for the forest service
Investments
The
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
IN
Across
to
author.
STORMS
its
ument came back
Dr. Doepp will retain his beautiful to supply wire and timber necessary INCESSANT
Bonds & 8tocki.
Mines,
of the West at an elevation of 3Vut)
Latrls,
ARGENTINE AFFECT WHEAT. Its face was written: "File formal ap
farm in La Huerta located on the and for the cattlemen to
supply labor
Money Loaned for Investors
feet above sea level, sunshine every
com
interstate
the
with
bunks of the Pecos river. He will
plication
to build fences around the
We have for sale general stocks of
i.
to
day, hut little rain or snow during ttas
now give his entire attention to the necessary
Conditions Miserable and merce commission for permission
g0 ftat the catUe an(J gneep Harvest
Bpringg
Retail Lumber Yard
season.
Merchandise,
road."
the
the
rhyme
Bulls in Chicago Grain Pit
improvement of this farm. After
not trample and spoil them. The
and other Business Opportunities
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
close of the legislative session, Dr. may
Profit
Thereby.
to
water is led outside the fence
all graduates from standard eastern
throughout Taos county.
Wire to New Mexicaa?
Doepp being the Senator from the
Divining Rods.
from which the stock may (By Special leased
Bank References Furnished.
111.,
Jan. 5. Incessant
colleges. Ten buildings, throughly
0th district the erection of a large troughs
Chicago,
hazel
means
1
of
the
Divination by
drink.
New Mexico,
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
modern residence will begin. Captain Financial Condition of the Counties. storms in the Argentine making har- rod, which has resulted in the discov Taos,
In all respects.
vest conditions miserable, gave the ery of iron ore, has often been ridiE P. Bujac and W. R. Nichols adjoin-- j
A statement issued yesterday from
E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
REGENTS
ing property owners have already fine the Territorial traveling auditor's of-- , wheat market an upward twist today. culed by scientists. Linnaeus, the
residences
Improvement in cash demand at the great naturalist, once hid a purse of
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
tt Joetr"s- - Bhead
Mrs. S. T. Bitting sold a piece of
leading markets outside of Chicago al- gold in a field so as to convince his RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
so counted in favor of the bulls. The secretary of the absurdity of tne di
town
across
the
from
.M.
AVE
W
good
property
ATKINSON, Secretary,
up. vining rod. The secretary failed to
Vaif opening was c off to
court house to E. T. Carter for ?S,000. !ial ondltion oI
and W. A. FINLEY.
220 Red
of
Phone,
at
close
treasurer,
the
rose
county
100
and
101
to
to
his
W. G. Fullingum came from south
find the money, and Linnaeus,
May started at
For particulars and Illustrated cauccu
SIDE PLAZA
aavv
auiuWEST
firm
was
to 108. The close however,
M,muer
Texas this morning with a car of
disgust, could not identify the spot OFFICE,
talogues address:
a gain of
at 101
household goods and fine stock and is iolloswhere he had hidden it In the end,
COL. JAS. W. WTLLSON,
Phone, 237 Black
Bernalillo county heads the list with
Corn wa sslow. Figures for May an expert in divination was sent for,
moving to the farm he recently pur-- !
Superintendent
him
to
led
631-whose
rod
unerringly
chased from W. H. Nutt. This is the a wuance ior tne montn just ciosea were
down at
OFFICE HOURS, 1 to 3 P. M.
to
receipts for themonth 63
first new settler to arrive in the new - $119,984-85- ;
63
An ascent to 64c where the gold was concealed, greatly
to
to the relief of the naturalist and the
year. Mr. Fullingum is a practical amounted to $58,078.28 and disburse- folowed
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
.
showed dullness at the outset, amusement of his secretary.
farmer, the class that is making the ments, $6,981.07. Valencia comes next
Dentist.
I with a balance of
$105,094.41; receipts b t
west.
Is
worked higher on a light de- The
a
small
expense
Plant tree.
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
c
disbursements
$3,621.72.
$22,256.15;
to
a
shade
Successor to
mand
The subsequent attention is not large.
May opened
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
and Once started, the tree helps itself as
to 48
Marriage License Granted A mar- The other counties follow in the order jower at 48
The close was scarcely anything else of moment to Phone Red 6.
riage license was granted to J. H. indicated above: Socorro, balance $82,- Piimb.d to 48
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p.
I have purchased the Morgan Livery Co., stock and
Crist of Monero, Rio Arriba county, 920.98; receipts $29,329.42 ; Grant, bal-- from
us ever does. It grows while we sleep.
higher for May at 641-And by Appointment
and Mrs. C. H. Mayne, of Toronto, ance, $72,242.41; receipts, $48,Z13.Z5;
It drinks the sunshine and compounds
3.8C.
equipment and the place will be known hereafter as
'disbursements, $29,727.49; San Miguel
out
of
THE STAR BARN. My endeavor will be to give the
considerable
the
food
Canada.
own
Us
refuse
gases
provisions displayed
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
balance.
FirBt sales were 21-- to 5 of the air and the watery solutions of
64,189.74; receipts $37,069.- - strength.
best service to the public and will keep the business
physician and Surgeon,
,
16.lnattrac-tivethe soil. Out of these Inert,
'(87; disbursements, $19,227.12; Chaves,- 7i-2- c higher with May delivery
open at all times day and night, with first class line
Office and Residence
Washington.
8.70
and
9.471-substances
recognizable
$21,824.for
lard
'balance,
10
barely
$53,191.67;
for
6
IN
14
receipts,
TO
pork;
of livery rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.
DAYS,
PILES CURED
Ave. next door to Public Library.
of
transformation
miracle
a
there
Santa
by
for ribs.
Your druggist will refund money If 89; disbursements, $7,979.55;
I Will appreciated your patronage and influence
comes forth that thing of life and beau Office 3ouro 11 a. m. to IS: 30 p. x
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any Fe, balance $53,207.02; receipts, $36
Yours in Business
J. R. CREATH.
p. ib. Evenings.
a thing of tangible 2 tfi
$36,007.09;
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or 407.97;
disbursements,
Pbone Main 1J9
Try a New Mexican want ad. It ty, which Is also
Santa Fe. N. M.
IJO San Francisco St.
Phone Black 47.
a
tree.
value
money
results.
50cto
14
6
balance,
receipts;
ln
Quay,
$50,216.62;
brings
days.
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SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO COMPA NY
Is being offered at COST in Rooms Nos.

and 1 1 of second floor of Capital City Bank Building. An exceptional opportunity to secure INDIAN
:
BLANKETS, POTTERY, BASKETS, etc., at LESS THAN WHOLESALE COST.
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JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Receiver, Santa Fe Trail Curio Co.
Baking
Helps
Valuable Suggestions

NEW MEXICO

CENTRAL PROSPERS

Helpful Cake Maklntf Hlots
Always sift flour and K C Baking

In-

Grant County.
Jack Davis of Goldfleld has taken'
an option on the Fox properties in the
Stems dstrict. a so on the Rachelor
land Volcano groups, and will com- mence work on the property in fifteen
ays. Mr. Davis represents a million
dollars capital and his interest in this
nem wm no a0UDt oe a greal Dne"
fit to the district. M. Charles has
strucK ore mat returns values ot ?uu
-

f

ground plans
additional reservoirs, ordered the increased engine and compressor power j and expects work to begin as soon
as the weather becomes warmer. It
now gives employment to two shifts
of men, both at the power plant and
the coal chutes. This force may be
increased, or at least given more
steady employment, after the in-

creased power and storage capacity
has been installed. It is generally
known that the "Santa Fe
"
has one of its best depot buildings at
Willard. A two story concrete structure with tile roof with waiting rooms,
offices, freight and baggage rooms below and agents residence above.
Improvements By Central.
The New Mexico Central has been
doing considerable improvement and
repair work on its line this fall, such
as replacing old ties with new, leveling and resurfacing its roadbed and
other work for the betterment of its
road. It has put in a new and commodious stock yard up town near the
depot which is a great convenience to
the stock shippers. Both its freight
and passenger traffic has increased
during the past year. During the
month of November it handled between Torrance and Willard about
400 cars, most of which were received
from, and delivered to the Santa Fe
at this point, and this business is
steadily increasing and it is expected
soon to see regular freight trains
running between Willard and Tor-ranee.
So it would appear, to one
from the outside, that the balance is
now being put on the right side of
the ledger and when (he Centr al gets
a direct connection with Roswell, and,
thence to the Gulf coast, it will undoubtedly be one of the best lines in
the west. Willardites expect to secure much benefit from its improvement, and extension and it is believed will not be long until their expectations will be realized.
Editor's Sad Bereavement.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Burwell, the
new editors and publishers of the Willard Record lost an infant child on
Christmas day. They have the sympathy and are offered the condolence
of all of the good people of Willard
and vicinity. They are comparative
strangers here, having only been here
a few weeks. What makes it more to
be lamented, it was their first born
and the mother seemed to be so
proud of its coming; and they are
sorely grieved at its loss.
A Sermon on Race Suicide.
So much is motherhood
avoided
that it is probable, that if it were not
for the increase of, and among what
we call our foreign population, that
the annual death rate would excede

the birth rate.
We glory in the beauty of the rose,
with its gorgeous hues, and its odors
and perfumes so pleasant to the sense
of smell. We admire the beauty of
geraniums, chrysanthemums and others that are nurtured with such care.
Daily they are watered, bathed and
sprayed. They are moved in the morning sun here; in the afternoon sun
there; at night they are carefully
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Con-

ftet one of the booklets

sumption should
telling of recoveries by the use ot
Alterative.
Stubborn ColJs and Pnen-monlCoughs,
may be the beginning of moreIs
serious troubles Efkmaus Alterative
the effective remedy. Head Mr. Knualy s
statement:
Saratoga, N. Y.
For five or six years I
"Gentlemen:
was troubled with cough and expectoration. I also had a high fever. My case
was declared Consumption by my physician. I was given Cod Liver Oil, Crensote
and other medicines, all without beuent.
"At Christmas time, ItHKS, I was not
expected to live. CallinguseDr. E. H. Mcof Eckman's
Carthy, he advised the
Alterative, which I took with excellent results and was entirely cored.
1 have gained
"During tho past year
I go out ln all weathers and
15 lbs.
have had no cough or cold whatever.
I give these facts to encourage others to
use Eckman's Alterative."
W. KANALT.
(Signed Affidavit) JAS.effective
in BronEckman's Alterative is
chitis. Asthma. Hay Fever; Throat and
in
upbuilding the
Lung Troubles, and
prisons, opiates
system. Does not contain Ask
for booklet
g
or
drugs.
of cured cases and write to Eckinap
more evt
for
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa.,
dence. For sale by all leading druggists and

bj

Zook's Pharmacy, Santa Fe.
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conclave fourth Mon-day in each month at
MaBonlc Hal1 at 7:!0

CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.

Santa Fe xxdge el
Perfection No. 1, 14tli
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite ol
Free Masonry meets oa
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening U
Masonic Hall, south side of Plan,
Visiting Pcotlsh Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT.

HENRY F. STEPHENS,

32

Secretary.

olorv

B. P. O. E.

Banta Fe Lodge
60, B. P. O.

E.--

No.

i6

Its regular session oa
the second and fourtli
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting broth
er are invitee and

Hotel Arrivals.

welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

n

J. D. SENA,
Secretary.

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.

!,,..",.

2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second,
and Fourth Thur
days. Fireman's,
Hall. H. Foreman,
A. E. P. Robinson,
Cor. Sec. Fred F.
Alarid.
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32.
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7:30 p. m.
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Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
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Strong,
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NETTIE VICKROT.

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
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or.d engine, which is being hauled
Af?atlonThe Capital Pharmacy will refund
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It fails to do
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fits, was caught by the storm when it all we claim. Is this fair?
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Matanuska Coal Field.
classification work in the Rock Springs
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Beef
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Prime
Steak.
the last two
aIready reC'Vd a g0d fferi The
coals of the Mala-- ! area, made incidental observations of
.for the property.
tne Agricultural College at Fort
,
nuska vaIley, Alaska, are the subject these igneous rocks and only
Shipments of ore to the El Paso of a tiraely reort just issl,ed bv the
of otnr work
his pub-- Collins lias furnished the steer, but
smelter are being made regularly from united States Geological Survey The press before this prevented
of
owinS to tne financial condition
time
a
scientific
lishing
'
Matanuska coal field is the area to contribution on the area which has "ie college, it was unaoie to provide
!ide FIat Mines Company which have vDicn Secretary Fisher recommended now come to have economic interest the steer this year, and the honor has
cen shipping regularly and the high that a government railway be built, land possible value to industrial chem- - been passed along to Mr. M. K. Par- mixing.
concentrates coming in from and the Geological Survey report: with ists who are attaekine the nroblem ot
grade
"ns, the well known stockman of
Always use k C Baking Powder. !Mogollon, quite a number of other accompanying
detailed maps, showing furnishing an American potash sup-- j westPrn Colorado, who has provided a
Biscuit Helps
firms are sending out ore. Several the areas underlain by coal strata, the
ply. Should this feature of the potash Colorado bred steer, fattened on Colo
Always sift flour and KC Baking shipments have been made from Pinos most feasible routes for railway ap- situation be worked out successfully rado products, which is already in the
AJtos. John A. Peterson, who is proach, and other specific, and author- the
Powder at least three times.
potential value of the Leucite hands of the butcher and will be in
Have shortening cold and firm. operating the Kept Woman mine un- itative information, constitutes a val- Pills would of course be large.
prime condition for the dinner.
Mix dough as soft as it can be der lease, Rabe and Dimmick, lessees uable contribution to the prssent
Mr. John Howell, of Howell BrothThe
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Cross
by
Geologists
report
handled. The softer dough goesi of the Arizona Mining Company's Alaska fuel problem.
a detailed description of the ers, of Montrose, will provide the pois
Schultz
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into the oven, the lighter the aproperty onand John Oglesby, whowere
The Federal Geological Survey has character of rock including twenty tatoes, and other Colorado products
the Hearst dumps,
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biscuit when it comes out. It is' among recent shippers of from one been engaged in surveying and investi- mesas or lava cappings, constituting are being arranged for. Everything
easier for K C Baking Powder to to two cars of ore within the last gating the coal fields of Alaska dur- tbe Leucite Hills, with a careful esti- in the banquet will be from Colorado.
do its work in soft than in stiff fortnight. The Hardscrabble Mining ing the past twelve years. The Mata- mate of the area and rock tonnage of Sam Dutton, the popular proprietor of
nuska field was first explored in 1S98, each and the number of tons of pot- the Albany Hotel, will have charge of
dough. Mix biscuits very little. Company expect to begin shipping and some
years later was covered by ash, as well as of alumina stored in the entertainment features and as
Do not knead. Stir up with spoon early in the new year.
reconnaissance surveys followed by them. The largest rock mass is known usual they will be novel and interest- or knife and press in shape to roll
The Chino Copper Company, with its
preliminary reports As it is one of as Zirkel Mesa, which is estimated to! ing. This annual dinner is open to all
extensive mines at Santa Rita and im- - the
on floured board.
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With KC Baking Powder re-- mensea reduction Plant at Hurley,in the Alaska its detailed examination was ash. Steamboat Mountain contains in and all are invited; the only admis- very
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ADOPTED BY TEACHERS.
able to produce, is the young Cananea. This writer classifies
Palace.
of a mile to the inch, will also enable
with her young child, her first per mines into three groups on the the constructing engineer to lay outi
Loyd T. Walpole, Denver.
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grade
Dean D. Clark, El Paso.
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J. H. Graham, El Paso.
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for
any
unprofessional
and that the thought is approved by copper, which includes the Caiumetwl"
W. F. Reed, Albuquerque.
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Walter B. Wagner, Aztec.
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P. A. Findley, Cimarron.
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tmines mtered chiefly,
Holiday Trouble.
Qr tuMeI m
of securing or holding."
Butt- in Arizona,,
F. S. W'olfe, Denver.
While our holidays passed off very
pubicatlon of the Matanuska
This is part of a code of ethics
marks the close of the first (adopted for teachers by the Washing- - F. P. Kahnt, Denver.
report
nished some business for our justice eludes the Utah, Chino, Inspiration, iium iu mc luvcsusuuuu .ji "icjton Educational
Montezuma.
Association at its
court and tw-- voune men were taxed anl others.
Alaskan coal fields, to which the
Delbert Cothero, Chicago.
annual convention, held at North
$5 and trimmings to remind them that
Speaking of this last group tne.ogists and topographic engineers of Yakima December 27 to 29 The as
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certain parts years. Tj,e coals of the Bering river teachers
same girl at the same time without been known that land
Charles Weitz, City.
gossip with intimate friends
of this country contained a small per-- ,
e report on which was issued or the boarding house lady, or with H. P. Warner, Albuquerque.
unsatisfactory results.
centage of copper, but until recently in 1908j ghar pre.eminence with the each other concerning transactions
Three Emigrant Cars.
F. J. Baes, Chicago.
Matanuska coals among Alaska fuels that should concern only the teacher
Three emigrant cars, with emigrants it has never been thought possible
N. A. Hardman, St. Louis.
be- extract
the
to
metal,
and are in fact comparable with the herself, the child and the parents
and their goods unloaded here last economically
A. L. Johnston, Edina, Mo.
such
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of
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or Pennsylvania. Other reports al- G. A. Gutches, Washington, D. C.
antly located among us.
remain loyal to the
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shall
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A Business Change.
R. Wrenchy, Taos.
coal fields of Alaska,
The Willard Mercantile
G. W. McKean, Denver.
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to the
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remain
"Teachers
loyal
has just completed its annual stock process and now great mountains are and dgcuss and summarize the
J. D. Dodson, Denver.
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with
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eral t0ndjtiOns of development, in- which they may be connected as
Current rumor says that Mr. being
Frank Shazel, Toledo, Ohio.
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E. S. Jackson, who has been the man- - and the copper extracted,
T. J. Cooper, Pueblo.
cuding possible markets and railway teachers.
L. Stenhouse, Phoenix.
ager of the Mercantile Company at oretical production of such mines is routes.
"The recommendations of the merPotash-Bearin- g
Willard since its establishment here tremendous.' That the development;
E. G. Abraham, Denver.
Rocks,
of the work of any teacher shall
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will retire at the annual meeting and of these steam shovel propositions has Th(j Leucjte Hilg of Wy0ming lo-- be as honest as possible and teachers T. W. Flowers, Moriarty.
new manager will take his place, had a lowering tendency on the
.lax M. Cowder, Midland, Tex.
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Mr. Jackson's place will be hard to fill, per market is probably true for with
E. P. Cowder, Midland, Tex.
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rtance as a source ot potash t0 usual rules of right living, must be Jose Martinez, Jemez Springs.
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of vast new sources of the
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J. B. UNDERWOOD.
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Last Murder of Many Last Year Cau - source of supply was seen to be failncment that a western company from discussion outside the school Rosendo Fernandez, Taos.
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sed by Drink.
J. H. Van Horn, Albuquerque.
intends to erect a plant in the Leucite room as the daily entries or balance
As the years have gone on the deep hils area for the extraction of potash sheet of the bank clerk is.
A very regretable affray occurred
Mrs. Valdez, Las Vegas.
on Friday night on the Mangas which mining as practiced in the Lake coun- - and alumina from tnese rocks makes
"It shall be the duty of any teacher L. B. Mawk, El Paso.
E. Jiron, Pojoaque.
resulted in the death of one man and try has grown more and more difficult. orportune a report just issued by the coming into a community to be wilVincente F. Roybal, Pojoaque.
landed another in jail with tie serious Many people Believe tnat tne aay oi united States Geological Survey
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less."
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We shall not particularize here as to the symptoms ol
ler and the younger of the two men ed over t0 the company iast week. gurvey. An examination of the area
those peculiar affections incident to women, but those
- Wo0 maA
he seenia to have gotten the worst of Tne fue, 0ll hag
accufnigradually
hv Mr. rrnH tn issi.
wanting full information as to their symptoms and
what followed and later went to a xnujijuting in the company's storage lcwed by a careful study, describing
means of positive cure are referred to the People's Comto
There
and there wlu be plenty to ln exact terras these exceptionnl rock
mon Sense Medical Adviser 1008 pages, newly revised
nearby ranch ask for help.
ne Becurea a sixsinoouer. un reiurn- - keen the engines Koine unless mere tvnc whirh at that Hmo hld nnlv
and
Edition, sent free on receipt of 21
stamps to cover cost of mailing only; or, in cloth
Ing to the camp the Quarrel was prob- should be some very protracted stop-- scientific Interest.
binding for 31 stamps.
page of the teaming. The larger en- ably renewed. Silver City
Coa fana Classification.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N.Y.
week
gine which left Silver City last
in 1907 ana isos, Mr. Schultz, who

Powder at least three times. The
more sifting, the lighter the cake.
Remember that! To cream but- ter and sugar quickly, warm the
Traffic
sugar slightly. Beat yolks of eggs
With rotary beater. Whip whites
IRESMMFE IMPROVEMENTS of eggs with flat spoon
whip,
Water makes lighter cakes: milk
makes richer cakes.
Sad Bereavement "of Editor and
To mix a cake, first cream but- Mrs. John M. Burwell of
terandsutrarthorouplilv tfcen
Record.
yolks, if used. Then alternately
add moisture and flour that has
To the New Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M. been sifted With baking
powder
anu sur unui smooin ana glossy,
Willard, N. M., January 5.
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe adding egg whites after
thoroughly
has staked the
for its

Willard Reports a Great
crease in the Freight

MINES AND MINING

f

By Mrs. Nevada Briggs, Exponent of
tlie A rt of Baking, as taught by
Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill

Nine times in ten headache is IsTnr.KucN's annual ranouet.
AT ALBANY HOTEL.
caused by poor digestion,
gas in
your stomach or sour fermentation.
a Colorado Products Dinner at Stock
The first aid for relief is CEL-Ss
Show Will be .Big Feature Jandelightful effervescent drink that
stomach troubles. Why take poisuary 15 to 20.
on tablets and powders that don't re
move the cause? Ynu rnnnnt cure! Oni nf
mnv hit, fitm. lnHntr
reached the U- our stomach hv taldn? noinn fnr
.
o,,
t.,

hi

Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Good covered-- Tiacks and good

way.

teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embiido
Station.
MEN

AND

WOMEN

FOR GOVERNMENT

WANTED

POSITIONS.

,

Free booklet tells about 360,000
protected positions in U. S. Civil SerMore than 40,000 vacancies
vice.
lifetime employment.
every year,
Easy to get. Just ask for examination booklet Now Mexico Civil Ser--"'
vice School, Albuquerque, N. M, Box
452.

Try a New Mexic&n "Want Ad. It
brings retaltt.
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NEW YEAR
TO OUR MANY FRIENDS AND PATRONS
V;

F. Andrews
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& R. G. STOCKS
ON
ready for business. Drop in tomorrow last night, and he was certainly not
j PASSENGER SERVICE
and see what we have in meats, poul taken from the train or kept in jail
ANTONITO BRANCH CUT.
SHOW SHARP ADVANCE. I
try, oysters, fish, fruits, vegetables, during that time, officials ali say.
etc. We will handle all kinds of
nange in management ana foiicy oi p & R. G. Will Run Only Mixed
POOR SUFFER FROM COLD.
meats and sausages, Packing House
Economy Have Favorable Effect
Trains and That Three Times
on Market.
Santa te, N. M., Jan. 5. 1912. X and Native. We are selling at prices
a Week.
(Continued From Page One.)
For New Mexico Unsettled S as low as possible under present mar
"
and generally overcast with X ket values. Give us a trial and be "
(By Special Iaaed Wire to New Mexican)
The Denver & Rio Grande Railroad
New York, Jan. 5. Fractional reX snow in north portion, tonight
convinced. The Plaza Market Co.
lo. Texas, 22; Fort Worth, Texas 24,
advises that effective JanuCompany
recoveries
from
were
2G.
heaviness
early
or Saturday rising temperature X 'Hadley Gets Three Years Clarence and Little Rock, Arkansas,
7, 1911, the present passenger
ary
more
corded
on
active issues
by the
Fourteen Below in Iowa.
Bowlds who returned from Kansas
train service between Santa Fe and
Davenport, la., Jan. 5. The weath- - the stock market before noon today Antonito, Colorado, will be discontinCity, Mo., a few days ago reports that
Be Sure and get one of our fine spe J. C. Hadley, against whom he ap- - er bureau here reported 14 degrees but the market as a whole was dull ued and
passengers will hereafter be
cial priced waists before they are all peared in the criminal court, was below zero at 9 o'clock this morning. and hesitating.
handled on mixed passenger and
V. H. Goebel Co.
Further demand for the Gould stocks
stiuGnced to three years in the Mis-- i
Fifteen Below at Des Moines,
gone.
freight train Nos. 427 and 428 which
AM
state penitentiary.
Kinds of Meats, fish, hens, souri
Hadley' Des .Moines, la., Jen. 5. The gov-- l and continued strength in the local will operate between Santa Fe and
leadcd guilty to the charge brought ernment thermometer here registered utilities were among the few notable Antonito on a
spring turkeys at Andrews.
schedule as
The Reporter, a great American i.gninst him of passing ' worthless 15 degrees below zero at 9 o'clock features.
follows: Train 427 leaves Antonito at
firm
with sharp advanl' S.10 a. m. on Mondays,
Bonds were
drama.
See it tonight at the Elks'. check on the complaint of the Jac- this morning.
Wednesdays
Rexall Special Barr's
Saturday cavd Jewelry Company. The gentle- - Mississippi River Blocked With Ice. Ices, in the local traction issues.
and Fridays arriving at Santa Fe at
below 6
candy at 29c a pound on Saturday on- man had passed bogus checks 'here; Burlington, la. Jan. 5. The Missis-abo- j Union Pacific broke to 1
p. m. Train 428 will leave Santa Fe
a year ago.
Fischer Drug Co.
ly.
sippi river here was blocked with ice 'yesterday's closing and Reading, Unit-- ! at 7 a. m. on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
stocks
and
the
Steel
ed
our
States
WANTED Clean
Copper
cotton rags-fthis morning, and the temperature
Saturdays, arriving at Antonito at 6
Denver & Rio Grande p. m. all sharply.
cents per pound. New Mexican
FORTUNE SMILES ON THEM, iwas 11 degrees below zero.
Passenger train service is also
office.
preferred was in good demand and discontinued on the Silverton branch
We have received personal and un--;
rose 3 points as a result of the change and
information from the TRANSIT HOUSE AT UNION
One Year's Supply Toilet Paper $1. questionable
passengers will be handled on
STOCKYARDS AFLAME. in the executive management and the mixed trains. Daily service is disconeast that "The Lion and the Mousa";
at Goebels.
policy of retrenchment immediately tinued on the Farmington branch.
is making the strongest kind of a hit
School Vacation Ends This Week
Fractional recoveries Trains will now run
leav
The public schools of Santa Fe will and have been doing an enormous Guests and Servants Had Narrow inaugurated.
over dullness. The
the
market
threw
;
start-was
business.
Since
Cold
Intense
the
it
resume next Monday morning.
day
ing Durango on Mondays, Wednesdays
Escapes During
j market closed strong.
This Afternoon,
Masonic Meeting A special meet-ir- ed the management has been digging!
ard Fridays making round trip to
After Lehigh Valley had receded to
of Montezuma lodge A. F. & A. M., out and adding to it without fear or (Bv Special leased wire to New 3TexIcan
Farmington on those days.
will be held this evening at 8 o'clock favor, until now it stands without anj Chicago, 111., Jan. 5. The Transit last night's close, and Union Pacific,
United
States
Paul
St.
and
House at the Union stock yards is Reading,
emial in its line.
tc confer the E. A. degree.
WIFE OF JUSTICE OF
i burning. The flames started while the Steel had been forced a point or more
For Your Sunday Dinner you can get
SUPREME COURT IS DEAD.
on
rallied
the
for
Jist
a
which
is
below,
strongly
hotel,
place
MORE
DYNAMITERS
gathering
everything you need in groceries,
coun-try- , short coverings.
stockmen
all
of
from
the
parts
TO BE INDICTED.
meats, bakery goods, vegetables, etc.,
(By Special Leased f're to New Mexican!
was crowded with guests. It is
at F. Andrews.
Canton, Ohio, Jan. 5. Mrs. Day,
RESULT OF TODAY'S
all
th
that
occupants
reported
from
Continued
One.
M. E. Board
Meets The official
Page
RACES AT JUAREZ. wife of Justice of the Supreme Court
j
without
injury.
board of the St. John's M. E. church
William R. Day, died at the family reA number of girls in the servants' (Bv Special Leased TV ire to New Mexican)
met last night, but adjourned sbortly wards offered for the arrest and
!
At the bed5. First race, sidence this afternoon.
Jan.
Mex.,
I
Juarez,
burn-on
of
floor
the
the
top
quarters
afterward lacking a quorum. The conviction of the McNamaras.
110 (Mur- side at the time of her death, were
Beulah
three
Mc,
furlongs:
were
Firemen
trapped.
ing building
beard plans to issue a weekly church
The Conspiracy and the Mails.
who raised ladders rescued some of rey) 20 to 1 won; Maiid McKee 110 all the members of the Day family.
bulletin beginning next week.
Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 5. More in(Buxton) 6 to 1; Rosa second Rablee Mrs. Day was the daughter of the late
Rexall Special Take home a box of dictments are expected tomorrow by the women but were said to have been 110
(Gross) 15 to 1 Third. Time 32 Mr. and Mrs. Louis Schaeffer.
fresh Saturday candy tomorrow at 29c the federal grand jury. This was in- .'.It
Later
Tenderest, Velie, Forty, Philo-- j
can..e(J
dicated today when Federal Judge
per pound. Fischer Drug Co.
If you want anytWne on warta trj
c
phena, Casanova, Inquieta and Queen
all
declared
escaped.
,,!was
i
at
the
Elks': Wellborn announced that there
,
Tonight's Program
of the Turf also ran.
i Want ad i tio Mw Mexic&k
Hampered By ntense Cold.
The Reporter; What Will Be. Will be a session of nils court tomorrow,
,
The intense cold hampered the fire- Be; The Fishermaid of Ballydavid.
y.
"
as several hydrants were frozen
men,
Don't miss this.
The federal grand jury held but a and for a time lt was impossible for
We want your business, we are short spssinn. examining
v,
nnlv" Postof- n.' a a.u.
"
' . ..
r
life
I" Br"u,i
41
- Z
vm. th he
hv
can- - , th floor where the
"rnmr after
7 i1,ce inspector Artnur uray.
ine
quar- sleeping
'
"vVe
cus-- ;
we can for the price.
are going to.in of Gray gave rise to renorts tnat
,
0 orQ ,at(J(, Thn
handle all kinds ot meats, and give au inquiry into the use of the mails
fire gtarted in the kitchen and the
1(5 ounces for a pound.
Give us an to further the alleged dynamite con- cvowad dining room soon was filled
to
Marohow
Plaza
you.
opportunity
spiracy, a line of inquiry recently sug- with smoke causing a stampede ot
Co.
ket
gested by United States District At- M
Snow and Warmer. That is the tornev Frederick, had been taken un- gUests
inailjf Ul lire gllCBLS Iltiu cauuu6 cacombmation that the
either Bureau by the inquisitors.
noa
natnnir mmmlRsinn man
!has mapped out for northern New McManigal Passes Through Dalhart.' and h'ig wife who escaped from their
Mexico tomorrow. Yesterday was,
Dalhart, Texas, Jan. 5. Ortie Mc- TOom thinly clad were so benumbed
fik-s
sunshiny and comparatively warm, Manigal, government witness in the by the cod that' they could not
still six degrees below the normal dynamite conspiracy, was reported to sjen(j the fire escape and were car- v,
c.v
ul
vi.e al.mum.u,0
imDU
lu.uu6
rje(j Q tQe grounQ Dy- nremen.
reaciiing m degrees ana the minimum lnaianapons on tne kock isiana train
At. 2 o'clock the firemen asserted
at 4:20 a. m. today.
last night eleven degrees.
tbat the flames were under control.
Rexall Special Regular 40c value
j
McManigal Went via El Paso.
Lack 0f water in sufficient quanti-- '
Barr's Saturday candy at the special
Hutchison, Kans., Jan. 5 Trainmen tips threntenpd to eive the flames an- price ot 29c per pound. Fischer Drug; and passengers on the Chicago, KocKiotner start and more engines were
Co.
Island and Pacific trairf reported to be summoned.
reinforcements
The
District Attorney Buys Residence
carrying Ortie E. McManigal, govern- - directed their attention to preventing
r
A deal was closed yesterday whereby 'ment witness-itht dynamite conspi- - the flames from spreading to
Read, district cttorney-elec- t
racy case to Indianapolis, said here ng buildings. It was estimated the
acquired the residence property for- - this afternoon that McManigal was loss would reach $40,000.
j
nierly owned by W. G. Sargent, audi- sent via New Orleans from El Paso.
I
tor of the territory, on Galisteo street.
Not Switched at El Paso.
LOST Black jet bar pin with pearl
Mr. Read will occupy immediately
El Paso, Texas, Jan. 5. McManigal in center. Suitable reward is returned.
What Will Be, Will Be This is the! was not switched from here to New Mrs. Sargent.
best comic reel of the season. See it Orleans, officers say. He would have i
at the Elks' tonight.
had to wait in El Paso from one
Try a New Mexican "Want Ad. It
The Plaza Market is How open and o'clock yesterday afternoon until ten brings reault!
j
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WE RECOMMEND TO

YOU THE

g

GgiLEN
The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your
grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN
THE WORLD

1

W
have them the regular sires and the NEW PRECISION
VERITKIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased In an
s
variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment
end-les-

It's the Watch for You."

o
5

h

!

'

2--5.

i

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
NOTEPerfect service in our watch repair- uepanment is our hobby. Try it.

!

t.,,

"

TT

is our aim not only to

get new

tomers, but to hold them.
JTr- -.

.

T,

I DAVID LOWITZKI,
Hand Painted Pictures in fine frames
Ready made Frames all Sizes
TOYS!
TOYS!
TOYS!
Large stock, come and get a price on
FURNITURE AND QUEENSWARE.
New and

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

Second-Han-

PHONE 56 BLACK.

)

plumbing

'

de-wa-

pr we put the right1'

I

workmanship;

j

into every job,
large or small.

j

adjoin-Alexande-

j

SANTA FEj
Hardware k Supply Co..

j

'

SANTA FE, N. M.

I
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T
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ON TAILOR-MAD- E

CLOTHES FOR MEN

AND YOUNG MEN'S WINTER SUITS,
1
JUS'S

?vt1

if

A

f

IS A TRADE BY ITSELF. Our many
Suits taught
experience in the Tailor-Mad- e
us that the best advertisement is the best work. We are
capable of doing the finest kind of tailoring and the more
artistic fitting garment that anybody on earth can build.
We aim to advertise our splendid tailoring in this way, and
so our business grows.

f5 m
i

TAILORING

8

$25.00 and $30.00
Suits now for

$35.00 Suits
Overcoats the Same Price

Our reputation in the TAILOR-MADCLOTHES is well
known to you allthat we make nothing but the finest workmanship, and when you wear Salmon's Suits you are dressed
to perfection. We will be pleased to show you the handsome woolens. ,The patterns are new and 'were never
more attractive.
E

2

T0

MEN

AND W0MEN!
If you have a Suit or a Dress
for repairing and cleaning, bring it to the Big Store. Ed.
Syufy is in charge, doing only first-clawork. If you think
anything of your clothes, put them in his hands.

SPFPIAI

NflTIf P
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Copyright Hart ScbaSner

WE WILL MAKE YOU AN
This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner

j

tures, and why

.

JUST RECEIVED

That is why'
we recommend

&

Marx Clothes

UP-TO-DA- TE

&

Marx

DRESS SUIT FOR $37.50

